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of T5he

Gold Ounce
Buy now during the period of money's greatest

purchasing power.
Next Saturday, April 1 st, present liberal forms of

accident and health protection will be withdrawn
from sale and inferior coverage forms will be offered.

Proposals submitted by us heretofore will be void
after March 31 st.

While all prospective risks are seriously affected

by this substitution female risks are special targets
of the reformer.

All accident and health policies

written for women on and after April 1st should be
delivered with an accompanying apology.

Do not neglect the present valuable opportunity to
secure a liberal policy.
This change will not affect present policyholders

or those applying before April 1st.

E. C. MORAN COMPANY
Incorporated
425 MAIN STREET

Hudson's Newest Car Is Shat
tering Records—One Has
Arrived In Rockland

Subscriptions 13.00 per year payable ln
advance; single copies three cents.
Advertising rates based upon circula
tion and very reasonable.
NEWSPAPER HISTORY
The Rockland Oazette was established
’n 1846. In 1874 the Courier was estab
lished and consolidated with the Gazette
in 1882. The Pree Press was established
In 1855 and ln 18„i changed Its name to
the Tribune. These papers conaolldated
March 17. 1897.

Revaluation

ROCKLAND,

TEL. 98

at New Low Cost!
We have made drastic cuts in our costs and we can
now give you GUARANTEED WORKMANSHIP at

Only 62c Per Hour
We want the work. We have the High Quality
Paints and Varnishes. We have the Skilled Work
men. We have the Reasonable Price you want.

Except for army and navy regula
tions, which apply only to military
and naval personnel, there is no federal law regarding courtesies to b ■
paid the flag by civilians. Children
may be taught either the right hand
salute or the heart salute. The heart
salute is probably preferable, since
the right hand salute is a military
courtesy. There is properly no law
compelling respect to the flag, and
any forced courtesy would have no
meaning. Tipping of the hat as Ute
colors pass in a parade, or uncovering
and standing still at the raising or
lowering of the flag, would be the
equivalent of the requited military
courtesies.

Phone us at 745-W for an Estimate on Your Work

SPRUCE GUM

JOHN A. KARL CO.
305 MAIN STREET,

The Real Northern Maine Kind,
mailed any where In the United States
at 50 Cents Per Ounce.

ROCKLAND

C. H. MOOR A CO.,* Druggists
322 Main Street,
Rockland
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ClICH a scene should
'“J never be played to
empty pews — and, say

what you please, a full

church means good ad

vance notices. Most of ail,
plenty of invitations—
aristocratic-looking ones,
beautifully

MORE REASONS
Lari week we presented some reasons why savings placed here
are safely invested. Here are other reasons.

THIRD

SPANISH VILLA
RINK
Tonight—10 o’clock

This Association Ls under supervision of lhe Bank Commlss'oner,
and annual examinations are conducted by Examiners from the
Banking Department. Our own Auditor, elected by our sharehold
ers. makes a report of his examination at each annual meeting. He
also verifies all Deposit Books annually.

THREE MILE RACE
Mealey vs. Hamilton

FOURTH

AdmLssion 10 Cents

AU officers handing Association money are adequately bonded
and its securities, rash and other assets are protected by burglary'
insurance.
FIFTH
Before semi-annual dividends are made a part of the earnings
for the past six months is placed bi the Guaranty Fund. This Fund
ran be used only to pay looses, and increases until it amounts to
5 per rent of the Accumulated Capital.
Other reasons next week

Rcckland Loan & Building Association
18 SCHOOL ST..

ROCKLAND. ME.

CONFETTI PARTY
TUESDAY. MARCH 28

engraved.

Such invitations should

be engraved upon the
rich, vellum-like texture

ofLinweaveWedding Pa
pers. May we show them
to you?
Tha Couritr-Gazetta

WKI»»IN4>

PAPERS

THE CHAMPION PERFORMER OF THEM ALL

IT’S HERE—

36Stf

THE SENSATIONAL

TERRAPLANE

EFFECTIVE JANUARY 13

ROCKLAND TO BOSTON

“Quaker Stages

Meets AU Challengers

Regardless of Price

“Ever; Mile a Smile—Most Direct Route to Boston”

Coaches Leave Rockland 7.30 A. M. Daily Except Sunday
Arrive Boston 2.15 P. M.
Coaches Leave Rockland 5.00 P. M.

::The Car That Is Breaking Records Everywhere::

Arrive Boston 11.30 P. M.

Coaches Arrive in Rockland from Boston 4.55 P. M. and 1.00 A. M

re to Boston: One way $5.00. Round trip $9.00
re to New York: One way $7.00. Round trip I 3.00

Tickets May Be Purchased At
Rockland—Thorndike Hotel, Main St.,
Thomaston—McDonald's Drug Store,

The real story of the TERRAPLANE EIGHT
is told in ACTION ... in beating the world’s
cars up hills and away from traffic jams.

COME IN AND SEE THIS NEW CAR

THOMAS-NASH COMPANY
Tel. 620
Tel. 3
5tf

I-- -- -- -- -

Volume 88.................. Number 36

BEER IN THE BREAKERS

HE PLAYS TO THE SOU!L
Had Smooth Sailing In the Maine Senate, But Rocks Loom
ln Its House Pathway

The sensational new Terraplane
•'8" recently announced by the Hud
son Motor Car Company arrived in j
Rockland this week and is on display
at the showroom of its local repre
♦
He only ls a well-made man — sentatives, the Thomas Nash Com- 1
— who has a good determination.— *• • pany, 118 Park street.
*•* Emerson.
••• j
Following Sir Malcolm Campbell's j
recent record breaking run at Day
tona Beach, Chet Miller, driving a
stock Terraplane "8" sedan and run
ONE YEAR AGO
ning under the supervision ol the
American Automobile Association and
Prom the files of The Courier-G;v- ] timed by the same electrical equip- 1
zette we learn that—
ment used for Sir Malcolm's Bluebird,
The debate between Esten W. shattered more than 12 stock car rec- I
Porter and Henry E. Edwards was ords. His average speed for all these
in progress. It was being widely records was above 85 miles per hour j
read.
The car is capable of exceptionally I
The Rockland High School hockey fast acceleration and unusual hill {
team was the champion of two coun climbing ability as evidenced by the |
ties.
fact that Miller drove the car one
While gunning at Andrews Island mile from a standing start at the rate
Capt. John Brannlgan fell from a of better than 67 miles per hour, and
slippery rock, and shot himself in the one mile in second gear from a flying i
right leg.
start at better than 62 miles per hour, i
Herbert A. Thomas resigned as
The car is a "Terraplane" in all,
town manager at Camden to accept principles of design, a unified struc- j
a similar position at Northeast Har ture of steel, comprising both body I
bor.
and chassis, is driven by a 94 horse
The Treasury Department sent an power motor and is being advertised
architect to obtain data for the pro to meet all challengers regardless of j
posed annex to Rockland postoffice. size or price.
Available on the new 8-cylinder
USUAL DIVIDEND DECLARED
chassis is a sedan, coach. 2-passenger
coupe. 4-passenger coupe, roadster
The 106th consecutive preferred and convertible coupe. Beautifully j
stock dividend of the Central Maine designed in both interior and exterior.'
Power Company was declared by the this new car presents a strong appeal;
directors of the company yesterday to those who enjoy stepping out ahead I
as follows: Regular quarterly divi when the traffic light turns green and
dend of $1.75 per share on the 7 per the thrill of airplane speed along the
cent preferred stock, regular quarter smooth, carefree miles of open road.,
ly dividend of $1.50 per share on the , —adv.
6 per cent preferred stock, and regu
—
lar quarterly dividend of $1.50 per
Maybe Europe is right; maybe
share on the preferred stock $6 divi Uncle Sam should change his name
dend series. The above dividends are to Uncle Shylock. Our recollection
payable April 1. to stockholders of is that Shylock got smart-talked out
record of March 10. This brings the of money the borrower was despercompany's record of unbroken divi ' ately glad to get when he borrowed i
dend payments to over 27 years.
I it —Nashville Southern Lumberman.
SALUTING Till: FLAG

Quality Painting

————F

THE NEW TERRAPLANE

THREE-TIMES-A-WEEK

THREE CENTS A COPY

118 PARK STREET
Open Evenings

ROCKLAND
Tel. 1178

. House action on Maine’s beer bill of highway funds for the next bien
al next Monday afternoons session nium, was unconstitutional.
Kitchen of Aroostook, chairman of
was said by Legislative leaders
the committee on ways and bridges,
last night to be "extremely remote.'
immediately took steps to have a re
The bill was tabled in the House draft prepared with no change ex
early in yesterday's busy session to cept elimination of that one section
give leaders time to draw up refer and hoped to be able to present the
endum and revenue amendments and new draft this week.
* • • •
was specially assigned for consid
An
attempt
by
Hobbs of Hope to
eration later In the day but adjourn
ment until Monday afternoon at table a bill reducing salaries of coun
4 30 o'clock was taken before it was ty officials and have it specially as
reached again. Under House rules signed for next Tuesday was blocked
it automatically became the last piece by Speaker Burkett who said, "The
of "unfinished business" on the cal chair will entertain no motion for
endar of the Monday session. More tabling beyond Friday. There is no
than 30 Important matters therefor certainty that there will be a ses
precede it. Some parliamentary sion next Tuesday." The House final
juggling would be necessary to get ly passed the bill to be engrossed in
the same form as it came from the
to it Monday night.
The measure passed the Senate Senate where that body amended it
Thursday withoui opposition or de by changing salaries of some officials
bate and leaders ol both parties said in Knox. Washington and York Coun
they believed they had sufficient ties.
• • • 9
strength to pass it in the House. If
Acting
with
great
enthusiasm mem
the referendum amendment is at
bers
of
the
House
refused Thursday
tached — which will probably be
necessary In order to get enough Re to cut either their own salaries or
publican majority votes with the those of the next Legislature. Mo
Democrats to get the bill through— tion to postpone the bill indefinitely
the measure would be voted1 on al was made by Representative Martin,
feminine member from Bangor, and
a special election in September.
it was carried with a roar of affirma
An emergency clause would make
tion and great applause. Not one
it effective when signed1 by Gov.
voice
was raised in opposition.
Alexander Kaminsky, one of the family and eventually coming to the Louis J. Brann, Democrat, who has
greatest living violinists, will give a United States. It was surely the hand said he would sign the bill, but that
CONCERNING JEFF DAVIS
recital in the First Baptist Church of God, he says, that led him out of would require a two-thirds vote in
his country at that time, when all the lower branch and earlier prohibiPresident Andrew Johnson's am
Thursday. March 30. commencing at
was well. Just before the horrors of I tion-anti-prohibition battles havc
7.30 p. m. He will tell a little of hls the revolution which was to follow ! shown that majority could not be nesty proclamation of Dec. 25, 1868,
j granted pardon and restored citizen
life story, also.
Then came a time of popularity, expected. The best supporters of
ship to all who took part in the
Born of orthodox parents who wealth and fame in America, but in beer legislation could do so far was
secession and Civil War. Although
hoped that he would become a Rabbi. his heart was a great discontent. He to muster 79 votes while a two-thirds
| Jeff Davis had been imprisoned for
Mr Kaminsky, when only four no longer wished even to live. At majority would be 101.
I two years under threat of trial for
years of age was sent to Heder to this time God sent to him Madam
• • • •
treason, and was then under $100,000
study Hebrew and the fundamentals Karinska. a singer of great favor In
Authority for the State Highway bail, the charges against him were
of the law of Moses. Instead, as a the Russian court, who had escaped Department to conduct highway
dropped after the general amnesty
boy of seven, he was called the won the revolution and had become con beautification work and an appropri
proclamation
and his citizenship was
der child violinist and for three years verted. She told her old friend of ation of $500 a year for the next two
automatically
restored. Davis sub
traveled, visiting all the large cities the great event and he too was con years to assist in that work was ap
sequently visited Europe, and made
of Russia. Then he came under the verted, turning the full force of hls proved by the Ways and Bridges com
no effort to re-enter politics upon hia
instruction of the famous teacher. great talent to the service of hls mittee, and was given to the Senate
return. He died at New Orleans in
Leopold Auer.
Graduating with Messiah. Now he no longer plays to yesterday.
1889 —Tlie Pathfinder
honors from the Petrograd Conserva the ears, but to the souls of hls
The measure Was introduced by
tory. he was appointed to the Im listeners, and the messages from hls Senator Maude Clark Gay of Waldo
WHAT ARE TRADE DOLLARS?
perial Grand Theatre In Moscow, consecrated violin touch souls pro boro and was endorsed by women’s
where he became a favorite in the foundly and lift lives heavenward.
clubs throughout the State. The bill
Trade doUars were the silver dollars
court of Czar Nicholas II. His soul
Because of the unusual Interest makes lt possible for thc Highway De issued under the acts of Feb. 12, 1873
ful music always won unusual recog which these recitals always arouse
partment to restore the natural and July 22, 1876. These dollars con
nition. Many times he was decorated and the great crowds which Mr.
beauty of roadsides after highway tained 378 Troy grains of silver and 42
by the Czar and his cabinet, on one Kaminsky draws everywhere, tickets
construction, covering up scars of grains of alloy. Tlie 1873 dollars were
occasion even receiving a replica of have been issued which may be ob
roadwork with grass, small trees and legal tender up to $5, but the 1876 dol
the crown of the first Czar of the tained without charge from the shrubbery Thc work can be done,
lars were never legal tender. Thcsa
Romanoffs, a very rare form of recog pastor, Rev. J. C. MacDonald. 70
according to highway engineers at dollars were intended lor trade with
nition.
Beech street. These Insure the bearer very slight expense to the State by countries doing business on a silver
After playing at the last great cele a seat if presented before 7.30 p m
making use of waste fill from high basis, and were discontinued in 1899
bration ever to be held by the Czar. After 7 30 those not having tickets
way work. It is expected that mu Trade dollars are exchangeable for
Mr. Kaminsky decided to take a vaca will be seated as long as there is
nicipalities and civic clubs will assist silver certificates and smaller U. S.
tion. leaving his native land with his room.
in beautifying various sections of the coin.
State.
• • • •
Mrs. Bertha Higgins and Mrs.
Republicans and Democrats joined Elizabeth Barton acted as housekeep
forces in the House Thursday and ers for the Edwin Ltbb.v Relief Corps
This is no time to quit is the opinion i
passed the so-called "split sentence" supper Thursday. Under the direc
bill, 80 to 45, after considerable argu tion of Mrs, Nellie Higgins, patriotic
of the men who have the interests of
ment. A similar bill was killed last instructor, an interesting program
the Rockland Yacht Club at heart:
session. Tlie bill provides that any was presented, including readings by
certainly no time to abandon Rock
judge of a Municipal Court or any MLss Etta Blackington, Mrs. Higgins
land’s rights as a yachting port of
trial justice may in hls discretion pro and Mrs. Millie Thomas who read an
entry. Consequently at the annual {
bate a jail term, If a fine Is paid, in article written by the late Mrs. Annie
meeting yesterday it was voted to
cases where thc sentence was both Douglass at the time of the World
fine and imprisonment. Under the War—“The Service Flag in the Win
"carry on."
present law the judge must enforce dow." It was voted to conduct roll
J. N. Southard, who has been an ,
both sentences or probate both.
call night at the meeting of April 6.
indefatigable booster for the local club
• • • •
Housekeepers for supper on Thursday
ever since it was organized, was yes
The Senate Thursday concurred ] of next week will be Mrs. Emma Hall,
terday re-elected commodore, and
with the action of the House Wednes
day in sanctioning a bill to legalize
with nim as vice commodore is an
amateur sports on Sundays in Maine.
other diligent and enthusiastic work
YOUR FAVORITE POEM
The majority favorable report was
er—Capt. John G. Snow. Donald C.
accepted on motion of Blaisdell of
If I had to live my life again I would
Leach remains in tlie dual capacity
have made a rule to read some poetry
Hancock.
and listen to some music nt least once
• • • •
of secretary and treasurer.
a week. The losa of these tastes la a
loss of happlnesa.—Charles Darwin.
On the board of governors are tne
Announcement that Representative
ANNABEL LEE
I Charles E. Valley, of 8anford, Demo
following well known citizens: J. N.
It was many and many a year ago.
crat.
will
bc
a
candidate
for
speaker
In a kingdom by the sea.
Southard, M. B. Perry. M. R. Pills Cnmmodore J. N. Southard believes
That a maiden there lived whom you
that now is no time for yacht club of the House of Representatives in
may know
bury. W. W. Case, J. O. Stevens, John
the next Legislature brought the num By the name of Annabel Lee;
lo quit
And this maiden she lived with no other
J. Wardwell, S. Nilo Spear, Everett A
ber of announced candidates for that
thought
Than to love and be loved by me.
Munsey, E. C Davis. J. A. J«m .son.
Nathan p
T position to four, two Republicans and
a child and she was a child.
John O. Snow, Sumner Perry, Charles Smalley. A. S. Baker and Elmer C. two Democrats. Other representa I was
In this kingdom by the sea:
tives who have said they will seek the But we loved with a love that was more
H. Berry, Fhama E. Philbrick E. K Davis.
than love—
speakership are Ralph W. Farris of I and
my Annabel Lee;
Leighton, Walter Weeks, Charles M.
With
a love that the winged seraphs ot
i Augusta and Reed H Ellis of RangeRichardson, Milton S. Dick, John I.
heaven
PARK THEATRE
ley. Republicans, and William A. Coveted her and me.
i Snow, Robert A. Snow, Capt. Irving
Smith of Vinalhaven, Democrat.
When
audiences
see
Alan
Dinehart
And this was the reason that, long ago.
Barbour, C. H. Sleeper, H. E. Robin• • • •
In this kingdom by thc sea.
in the dramatic film, “As the Devil
A wind blew out of a cloud, chilling
A big and undoubtedly insurmount
My beautiful Annabel Lee;
Commands." coming Monday and
So that her highborn kinsmen came
Tuesday, with Mae Clarke and Neil able “if" is attached to "ought to pass
And bore her away from me.
her up ln a sepulchre
Hamilton, they are going to regard in new draft" committee reports to ToInshut
this kingdom by the sea.
the
Legislature
appropriating
$293,000
him os Just about thc blackest villain
The angels, not half so happy ln heaven.
Rockland Community Yacht Club
ever spawned by a Hollywood sce for new buildings at the Pownal State
Went envying her and me—
Board of Governors
Yes!—that was the reason (as all men
school
and
creating
an
old
age
pen

nario writer. Dinehart appears as a
know.
In this kingdom by the sea)
AT CITY Rl'lLDIN'G
lawyer who presents a benevolent sion system. In the case of the PowThat the wind came out of the cloud
by night.
face to the world, but who commits a I nal State school the money would be
cold blooded murder so craftily he is provided “if" the income of the State Chilling and killing my Annabel Lee.
love It was stronger by far than
never suspected of it, and then plans exceeds Its requirement during the But our
At 2.00 P. M.
the love
to have an innocent man electro 1 next fiscal year. The old age pension Of those who were older than we—
Of many far wiser than we—
.1. N. Southard,
bill provides that municipalities may And
cuted for the crime.
neither the angels In heaven above.
Commodore
Nor the demons down under the sea
The children In “As the Devil Com create local old age pension boards Can
ever dissever my soul from the soul
Of the beautiful Annabel Lee.
mands" regarded Alan Dinehart as a and that it would become effective
hero, rather than as the sinister char “if” the governor and council csn For the moon never beams without
ELECTRICAL REMOVAL OF
bringing me dreams
acter he usually brings to the screen. find ways and means to raise or ar
TONSILS
Of the beautiful Annabel Lee:
range
for
the
finances
to
carry
out
And
the
stars never rise but I see the
—
adv.
No risk to patient; no hospitalization
bright eyes
the provisions of the bill.
Free Examining Clinic 3 to 5 p. m.
Of the beautiful Annabel Lee:
• * • •
Saturdays
And so. all the nlght-tlde. I lie down by
“I suppose your wife always wants
the side
DR. ETIIEL CRIE
the last word.”
The Maine Law Court has informed Of my darling, my darling, my life and
Osteopathic Physician
my bride,
'Not at all: she prefers to keep right the Senate that the Kitchen-Friend In her
sepulchre there by the sea—
Office Tel. 136; Res. 83.
Thomaston
Iu
her
tomb by the side bf the sea.
on talking."
highway bill, providing for allocation
157S78

YACHT CLUB CONTINUES

MEETING

Monday, March 27

- Edgar Allan Poe.

eral stirring episodes and dramatic
situations.
THREE-TIMES-A-WEEK
• • • •
Miss Winnifred Coughlin
Freshman civics students are de
Serve the Lord with gladness;
(By the Pupils)
Told Rotarians Many In-!
bating this week on thc proposition:
come before his presence with sing- i
6—
Resolved; That present commercial
teresting Things
lng—Ps. 100:2.
| The first robin has not yet appeared advertising is detrimental to public
Miss Winnifred Coughlin Rock-! on the front iawn, but the skating I interests
If, as has been intimated, the land's librarian, told the Rotary Club I rink was definitely folded up and put |
State Police department is going ' yesterday the inside story of the serv- away
wcek
some teacher was
The junior class is still engaged in
to install five teletype machines in [ ice of the library to the community.1 hcard to mention the matter of
five advantageous localities, should Her talk was foUowed by a lively open i graduation essays. Surely “it won't i taking over the reins of many of the I
school activities. The Student Coun
there be any question as to the ad ■ forum reflecting the interest of the
,ong now.''
cil, at its meeting Wednesday morn
visability of selecting Rockland as men in the institution.
j
• • » •
ing. appointed Elizabeth Snow of the
one of them. Rockland occupies
• • • •
Although the debating team was
Juniors as the school librarian. Sive
a strategic position in the center
There are persons who think that a defeated in Bangor the members
of Maine's coastline, and criminal modern public library is the book! brought very enthusiastic reports of is to replace Helen Davis of the grad uating class who at present holds that
intelligence sent promptly out of
collection of a thirteenth century their reception at John Bapst High, office.
this city, would be invaluable in
monastic establishment, and the fun- ’ Their hosts entertained them with a
• • • •
preventing a get-away. These ma
damental object of the library, which : complete inspection of the very
chines are similar to those used by
The Junior High assembly of this
is to collect and preserve the records ■ beautiful building and a luncheon in
newspapers which receive Associat
week was conducted by Assistant
of human achievement and thought thc cafeteria following tne debate,
ed Press service. They give in
Scout Master, Howard Chase. After
and make them available to those who j
• » • •
stantaneous contact to all depart
the opening exercises led by Sterling
can use them, remains the same. The
Mrs. Carrillo accompanied the de
ments served.
They eliminate human minds that can be reached by bating team to Bangoi. while Miss Morse, a group of scouts presented a
many telephone and telegraph
I thc thoughts recorded in our books Tower was chaperone for the basket- scene at a Scout Camp. The program
charges in connection with track
have multiplied enormously. Our boll squad on its trip to Livermore included giving of signals, practice of
ing down criminals. Suppose for plans and methods have responded to Falls last week. J. Donald Coughlin ;
n°
0 er *n res n? *n" ,
instance, that a convict escapes these changes.
and Miss Helen Perry had charge of |ciden^ characteristic of Scout life,
from the State Prison. A descrip
j For the first few decades following their classes.
tion of the fugitive is immediately 1 its birth, the American public library
• . • •
t The assembly Tuesday morning was ]
telephoned to headquarters, say at developed along very conservative
The second, prize at tne play con- , led by Mary Stockbridge after which j
Augusta, and then it goes onto the lines. Still influenced by the museum test at Belfast was awarded to a ' Mrs. Helen P. Wentworth entertained
teletype circuit so that every city standards of lbrarianship where pres- ' group coached by Miss Rose Adams with a number of readings and songs !
where the teletype machines are ervation of literature was a dominat- I of this city, a! former teacher here, Mrs. Wentworth has paid her annual
installed, receives the information ing force, its progress was more in .and an alumna of the school.
visit to the high school assembly for
and a statewide search is under the direction of testing and establisha number of years. Her songs were
• ♦ • •
way. A message written on the
Twenty have been cnosen to com "The Shadow March. " by Robeit
ing primary principles, and practices
machine at one station appears im
of organizing the library as a collec- pete In the semi-finals of the sopho- Louis Stevenson and "Somewhere a
mediately on all other machines on tion of books. Hence problems of more Prize speaking contest. From j Voice is Calling.'' Her readings: “Sir
the hook-up. The New England classification and cataloging were this group 10 will be selected to com- j Robert of Sicily." from "Tales of the
Tel. & Tel. Co., owns and Installs most prominent.
pete in the finals sometime in April , Wayside Inn," by Longfellow and i
the system. The teletype system as
Winfield Chatto. "The Battle of Wa- "Little Ah Sid."
now being practiced in progressive
The study of more liberal borrowing :crloo: Howarf’ Crocte“' “Dcvley On
clUes looks to be an economy meas
privileges and charging systems helps !he
With Mr. Stewart as advisor, the 1
ure as well as an invaluable aid in
to promote book lending, the develop- Tile 50 * Arni'
m
business
end of the minstrel show is 1
the detection of criminals.
ment of a library architecture ini’™*® Men
Camilla
_ , __________
.
„
being well cared for toy these comTickets, Nathalie Jones and
A typical March wind is blowing which book use would be given quite Emerj"' “Sealing Wax; Joseph Emery,
at Augusta this spring inside and as much if not more attention than ' Ti’e Nations Need 01 Men’ ^°SC Vernard Crockett; advertising. Charles
outside of the State House, and by book storage; access to the shelves FTana8an' The Beau of Bath, Oor- Havener and Frederick Merritt; elecdon Flint; “The Trouble with - trlcian. Norman Stanley; stage man
typical we mean that it seems to by the reading public; separating a
Rastus;"
Virginia
Flint,
"The agers. Frederick Palmer. Alden John
be blowing from all directions at function like reference service from
Mothers
of
Men;"
Richard
French.
ston. Kenneth Dailey and Stanley
the same time. For instance on the the confusion of the circulation area 1
prohibition question. Having de ln order to give better service; further The white Hands of Telham. Mary QUjnn; head ^her. Caroline McAllisfeated the issue of resubmission, departmentalization to Include a place Gay, "Gretna Green: Marion Ginn. t#r; progTa[ns Walter Barstow; co6which sought only an expression for children, service for engineers. "Anne of Green Gables;" Sidney 1 tumes. Miss Goding advisor. Avis'
from the citizens at large, action mechanics and other technical work- H"*"- ”utUe Gentlemen." Emma Lovejoy. Rose Whitmore, Velzora
“Stealing Cleopatra's Stuff;” Look. Alice Gay, Mildred Sweeney.
then veered sharply into a quarter ers. a department for artists and muEdward Hellier. "Arena Scene from Caroline McAllister, Lucille Rankin.
sicians,
facilities
for
business
men;
which means beer—and beer
means nothing more or less than , extension in cities so as to brmg Quo Vadis:'' Helen Korpinen. "By Esther Nickerson and Vivian Chaples.
the return of the saloon and the library service via branch libraries to Courier;" Edward Ladd. "The Ballad
of East and West;” Virginia Leach.;
sale of beverages which wiU never the various neighborhoods and in
NORTH WARREN
“Laddie;" Donald Saunders. "Mr..
be governed by the alleged “tem rural areas, by traveling automobile Dooley On Gold;" Elizabeth Walker. |
perance" drink which Congress has libraries and making the community
School began in the Anacreon dis
"The Death of Little Joe."
Just authorized. We have on the conscious of its library through pub
trict last Monday.
» • • •
one side a political football which licity.
Gertrude Mank is working at the
Our snappy forward. Margaret
As for the library it has responded
has been kicked until the seams are
Robertson, has been elected as the home of W. A. Burgess.
all worn out. and on the other side steadily to public demand. The pil captain who will lead the Orange ar.d
Mr. and Mrs. Lloyd Jameson of
the undoubted prospect of return lars of the modem public library, op Black sextet on the basketball court Rockland called at F. O. Jameson's
posed
to
the
old
monastic
institution
ing to the old and undesirable
next season, while Elzada North, also Monday evening.
system which had bootlegging for scholars only, are home use and a popular member of the junior claa,
Mildred Lennox was an overnight
the
open
shelf.
The
public
would
backed off the map.
will fill the position of manager.
guest of her friend Esther Tolman re
have them and it has had its way.
• • • *
cently.
Representative Utterback's desire Nowadays it holds the purse strings.
Silver typewriting pins have been
Mrs. Charles Erickson and Miss
to have potatoes included in the When it is rich, we are rich, when it awarded this week to Marion Muller,
Mabel Crawford spent Wednesday
provisions of the Farm Relief Bill is poor poverty oppresses us also.
and Donald York.
afternoon with Mr. and Mrs. Edwin
It may seem that too much stress
• • • •
was a very laudable one for 73
percent of the cultivated land in has been laid on a supposed distinc
The journalism class has been writ J. Kalloch.
Mrs H. A. Hawes and Donald Mank
Maine is devoted to their produc tion between informational and recre ing ballads this week. Maidens fair,
tion, a larger proportion than any ational reading. This depends rather sailors bold, dark and storming nights of Union spent Thursday evening
other State devotes to spuds. Maine on the intent of the reader than on and their popular details for verse of with their parents, Mr. and Mrs.
potato growers produce on an aver the contents of the book. The con this kind have been presented in sev- Charles W Mank.
age 293 bushels to the acre, as fusion here is a double one, where it
against a national average of 109. is assumed that fiction is in some way
If farm relief has been indiscrimi an inferior class, whose reading is to
nately and unwisely dispensed in be discouraged. First recreational
Aroostook County under the former reading is not inferior to information
administration, as has been claimed, al, and secondly, fiction is not neces
the Department of Agriculture sarily recreational reading. One may
should make certain that the evils read mathematics for recreation and
are not repeated under the new a novel to be able to pass an exami
plan. Farm relief doesn’t amount nation. We are changing our opinions
1 with regard to this matter and
to a hoot unless it really relieves.
the library is responding or will short
An Associated Press paragraph ly respond to this change. Of course
Regularly priced at
the other day conveyed the inter this does not mean that we are go
esting information lhat Arthur G. ing to circulate worthless fiction, that
Staples had started his 51st year as we shall exclude it because it is
a member of the editorial staff of ' worthless—not because it is fiction.
• • • •
the Lewiston Journal. This is be-,
Special Price Now
lieved to be a record for edntinuous
It has been said that the number
service devoted exclusively to news ' of books borrow’ed from public libra
and editorial writing, but Mr. ries is the statistical gauge of the cul
Staples' fame is not based on an tural status of the community as the
endurance record; rather it is borrowing of books is a voluntary act,
founded on the boldness and origi reflecting the immediate Interests of
nality of his writings in the edi the people. Then is it not true that
torial department, and the human jx>u may tell what a man is by what
interest which attaches to famous he reads, and also is it not true that
daily essays—"Just Talks On Com men in the small and medium sized
mon Themes."
• towns, with few exceptions, leave the
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VINALHAVEN

THE LIBRARY’S WORK

At The High School

this

New

Westinghouse

$6950

$ J/X50

use of the library to their women folk
With spring just over the thresh and children? The majority of these
old it seems a far cry to thc agricul libraries are tax supported; the men
tural fairs. But over in Lewiston it are paying for them, why then arc
is a matter of considerable concern they satisfied with only a vicarious re
duc to thc fact that the future of turn on their money? Is it the fault
the Maine State Fair is hanging in of the libraries' Are they offering
thc balance. Sentiment demands ! what men want?
the perpetuation of this well known i Off hand, it ls conceded that the
institution, but with a lot of debts average man likes detective stories,
on its hands and no money in the stories of mystery and adventure, and
bank thc Lewiston fair is facing a that when the book selection is left
situation quite the reverse of op I to the librarian—unless she is opposed
timistic.
, to this sort of reading because of a
tradition that it is harmful to thc
At the annual meeting of the La young—it is to be found in most
dies’ Aid of thc Methodist Church libraries. Therefore, the books that
Wednesday night these officers were men like being there. If men do not
elected: President. Mrs. Lena de- use thc library, it is their own fault.
Rochemcnt; secretary, Mrs. Eliza
___________
Cousins; treasurer, Mrs. Ivy Chatto; I A soldier went to his colonel and
chairman of devotional committee, iisked for leave to go home to help
Mrs. Essie Day. It was voted to I his wife with the spring house-cleanpledge $600 toward thc year's church ing.
budget. Mrs. deRochemont was pre- j "I don’t like to refuse you," said the
sented with a beautiful bouquet of, colonel, "but I've just received a letjonquils. Mrs. Chatto accompanying ter from your wife saying that you
the gift with graceful remarks , are no use around the house."
The soldier saluted and turned to
Among forthcoming activities of the
Aid are an all-day run: mage sale at go. At the door he stopped:
"Colonel, there are two persons ir.
the church Tuesday, and the final
"pyramid tea" at the parlors Wednes this regiment who handle the truth
day evening at 7.30, with the men in loosely, and I’m one of them. I'm not
married."—Nebraska Awgwan.
vited as special guests.

SMALL DOWN PAYMENT
EASY TERMS

Washer quality and washer
economy! Get them both in
this brand new Westing
house model that is so
thriftily priced. Everything
you want in a washer! Effi
cient aluminum agitator ...

powerful, long-life motor ...
sturdy balloon roll wringer
. . . porcelain enamel tub,
inside and out. All this at a
price lower than was ever
before offered on a West
inghouse Washer.

Come in.. see its speed. . compare its value
Of course this new Westinghouse Washer gives you nil the
famous Westinghouse washing speed. A wash that's sparkling
white in record time ... without increasing wash-wear. Come
in and see this new washer today.

For a limited time only we are giving a year's supply

of Rinso (40 packages) Free with each model of the

famous Westinghouse Washers purchased.
Your saving on this special $24.00

G. A. LAWRENCE CO.,1NCWESTINGHOUSE DISTRIBUTORS
492 MAIN ST.

ROCKLAND

TEL. 260-W
35-38

A note from Miss Burdell Strout
who is in New York this week
reads: “Know you will be inter
ested to learn that I heard Seth
Parker broadcast Sunday night,
and talked with him. It was a
real thrill. Did not ask for my
ticket until after 7 o'clock, so
thought I was most fortunate.
Whon he saw my card he said:
"Oh, you’re from Maine''.''
Reports have been received of
the fine concert broadcast by the
Glee Club of Holy Cross College
Sunday night from WTIC. Albert
McCarty is a member of the club,
which is to give an Easter Monday
concert In Troy, N. Y.

Mr. and Mrs. Walker Fifield left
Thursday for Portland.
John Lowe was in Rockland
Thursday.
Mrs. David Kent is a patient at j
Knox Hospital.
Mrs. James Christie was hostess
to the Bridge Eight Thursday night
at her home.
Mrs. Annie West is home from
Rockland where she spent the win
ter with her sister Mrs. Hattie Ames.
Mother and Daughter Club met ,
with Mrs. Nellie Nickerson Wednes
day.
Mrs. Emil Coombs entertained thc j
Needlecraft Club Wednesday night.
The subject of the morning serv
ice at Union Church will be "Judas,"
and for evening, "A Lesson From
the Master." There will be a large ;
chorus of young people at this serv
ice.
Housekeepers at Union Church
Circle Thursday were Jeanette
Carver, Marion Littlefield, Emma
Winslow and Florence Mullen.

More Extra FEATURES
MORE FOR YOUR MONEY-THAN EVER <
—in the New Leonard Electric W
EVERY FEATURE listed below will
contribute directly to your convenience

and comfort, and to your enjoyment
of electric refrigeration. Several of them
are exclusive with Leonard, and no
other electric refrigerator has them all.
See the exclusive LEN- A-DOR—the self

opening door which women call the

handiest thing in the home ... Chill-ometer, with 8 freezing speeds and the new

Steady Kold Defroster (refrigerates
while it defrosts! . . . Glass Defrosting
Pan . . . Automatic Electric Light . ..

Table Top ., . Broom-Room Legs . . .
Vegetable Crisper . . . Sliding Lower
Shelf with Sliding Dairy Basket . . . All-

Porcelain Cooling Unit . . . Sanitrays
and Rubber Ice Tray ... Vegetable Bin.
These are some of many extra conven

iences provided in the beautiful new

Leonard standard models. See them
before you buy any electric refrigerator.

WITH THE LiN-A-Doa
A TOUCH

THI

or THI

DOOI

NEW PRICES START AT
Installation and Tax Paid

TOI AND

SWINGS

OPIN

•98

G. A. LAWRENCE CO., ",t

Mrs. Clara Pendleton

Mrs. Clara Pendleton, widow of;
■
I Elbridge
Pendleton, died suddenly
492 Main Street,
Tel. 260-W
Rockland. Me.
From Springfield, Mass, comes
Tuesday afternoon in Rockland at
35-38
an inquiry when the Wayne King
* the Baptist vestry, where she had
! been attending a meeting of Kalloch 1
Orchestra is on the air. Sunday
afternoon and Thursday night.
1 Class. She had left the room on an
The daily schedules in the news
! errand and was found on the stairs |
papers give the details.
REFRIGERATOR
I where she was fatally stricken.1 ELECTRIC
Mrs. Pendleton had made her home
mm
The Revelers Quartet has been
1 in Rockland for the past three years
added to the Squibb's program,
and attended the Baptist Church
a weekly NBC feature. The
! regularly, where she had made |
members are
James Melton.
many friends. Funeral services were
TRAVEL THE WHITE LINE WAY - - Lewis James, Elliot Shaw and
, held Thursday at 12.30 at the Bowes
Wilfred Glen, each an outstand
& Crozier parlors, which were filled
Bus Service To Boston
ing artist in his own right, as is
| with relatives and friends. A large
Frank Black, their accompanist
group of members of Kalloch Class
New York and Providence
and arranger. A more beautiful
attended the service. Rev. J. Charles
■'
tenor voice on thc radio than
—Pierce Arrow Cars—
| MacDonald, pastor of the church,
Mr. Melton's would be difficult
officiated. The abundance of floral
to find.
offerings testified to the love and es
teem in which Mrs. Pendleton was
ROCKPORT
THE WHITE LINE, Inc.
held. Those from out of town who
LEWISTON
MAINE
ained
i
atten(ied
were
Mrs.
Cora
E
Carlon
Mrs. Mildred Easton e
Low Rates To
and
Mrs.
James
Dickenson
of
Bos

the Tuesday Night Bridge
.0 at her
ton, Mr. and Mrs. O. C. Lane. Mr.
Warren—Waldoboro—Winslow Mills—Jefferson—Coopers Mills
home on Amesbury strett.
Windsor Comer —Togus—Augusta
Jacob Newbert who suffered an ill and Mrs. L. W. Lane and Arthur
(urn last Saturday remains in a seri Thomas of Vinalhaven.
Mrs. Pendleton was born in Vinal
ous condition at his home on Beech
haven 64 years ago. daughter cf
street.
Mrs. H. C. Copeland of Rockland Capt. William and Mercy Lane, and
is house guest this week of Mrs. attended the public schools. Most
of hcr life was spent in this town.
Charles S. Gardner.
OFFERS
Everett E. Libby of Manchester. N where *he leaVM man>' friends and
H.. on a business trip in this section relatives. She had been a member
of the State, called on relatives in , of Union Church for many years,
She was the youngest of a family of
town Wednesday.
Mrs Kate M. Dunbar and Dana A ! nine children and is survived by a
A Home Company and Local Investment
Sherer have been drawn for traverse sister, Mrs. Cora E. Carlon of BosLegal For Maine Savings Banks
jury duty from this town at the May ,ton. and a brother Oscar C. Lane ol
Vinalhaven. She also leaves nieces. I
Tax Free to Holders in Maine
term of Superior Court.
Free From Normal Federal Income Tax
Edgar, young son of Mr. and Mrs. Mrs. James Dickenson of Boston, |
Mervin Foster, who has been very' Miss Mertie Ooodwin and Mrs
Par Value $100. Dividends payable quarterly,
111 from • monoxide gas poisoning, is Robert Anderson of Portland, and j
February, May, August and November 1 st. Callable
nephews. L. W. Lane of Vinalhaven
reported as much improved.
as a whole or in part at $105 a share.
Miss Dorothy Upham will entertain Herbert Graffam, Fred Lane. Oeorge j
This stock, issued under the approval of the
the Trytohelp Club Monday evening and Ralph Goodwin of Portland.
Public
Utilities Commission is offered to investors
Harold Goodwin of Hartford, and
at her home on Russell avenue.
Miss Feme Whitney was guest' grandnephews Herbert and Billy
at a price of $98.00 per share and accrued interest,
Thursday evening of friends in Rock- I Graffam. Interment was in the
yielding a little more than 6r o per annum.
land.
i family lot in Carver's cemetery. The
Subscriptions for this stock will be received at
There will Ibe no prayer service j bearers were F. L. Roberts. Allston
the office of the company, 5 Lindsey street, Rock
next Thursday evening at the Baptist • Roberts. F. K Coombs. L. C. Smith,
land, Maine.
Church as several members are plan- i Kenneth Black and Clinton Teele.
Camden-Rockland Water Co.
ning to attend the special service at I
• • • •
109-S-tf
the First Baptist Church ln RockWashington School Notes
land under auspices of the New Eng- j Thp pupHs ifl thp seyenth and
land FeUowship. Alexander Kamin- ; Clghth grad?s Mar,c Tce,e teachcr
sky. noted violinist, will appear on the |havt.
ktcd
Columbian
program
achievement tests for March, with
The Johnson Society will serve a
these results.
public Easter supper Tuesday evening
Eighth grade — Arithmetic com
at thc Methodist vestry from 5 30 to 7.
petition, perfect sccpe 49, Eugene
Burgess 40. James Barton 39, John \
Church Notes
_ ,
.................
...........
■
| Beckman 39. Vera Warren 38. Ruth
March 26 Ls Youths Sunday in HilI 37 Hester Brown 36. GeograMarch to Church in March.
phy
rfect
James Barton
At the morning worship at the Bap- 35 Rulh
35 John Beckman 35
tist Church at 11 oclock the pastor. , Hester Br(>wn
Eugene Burgt&s
Rev. G. F. Currier will speak from
Vera Warren 3, Q,af Holmquist
the subject "The Land of the Ideal" ! 2g
The children's story will be given by ,
Miss Oeraldine Page and a vocal duet
Oeneral scicnce'
score 25
by Miss Arlene Ingraham and Miss , Ruttl
23. James Barton 21, Vera
Ruth Orbeton. Church school at 10 Warren 21 • Eu«ene ®ur8ess 18'
o'clock The members of the B. Y. Hcster Brown 18' John Bcckman «
P. U. will have charge of the eve- ] olaf Holmquist 15.
Arithmetic
i ning service. Music by the orchestra : reas°ning, perfect score 20. James I
and a trumpet solo by Leroy Moon. IH31-*0*1 IT, Ruth Hill 17, Hester
"Rocked in the Cradle of the Deep." Brown 17- Eugene Burgess 16, John
All-day sessfon of the Ladies' Sewing Heckman 15, O’.af Holmquist 14.
INSTIU.U
Vera Warren 9.
Circle on Wednesday.
Tax
Seventh
grade
Arithmetic comMethodist Church. Rev. Forrest F
Fowle, minister. Sunday morning petition, perfect score 70. Dorothy
worship at 10.30; sermon subject, Young 68, Bernard Erickson 66. Amy
"Gathered In His Name." Sunday Coiumb 65, George Headley 63. Frank
Geography, perfect ,
school at 11.45. Epworth League at Peterson 61.
6, Lois Burns leader. At the eve score 35. Amy Coiumb 30. Eleanor
ning service at 7 the pastor will de Calderwood 30. Bernard Erickson 30 ]
liver the sixth in a series of talks on Oeorge Headley 29. Frank Peterson
the Prodigal Son. All-day session of 28, Hollis Knowlton 28, Dorothy i
Ladies’ Aid Wednesday; Thursday Ames 27, Arnold Sturkes 27. Marga
ret Swanson 26. Arithmetic rea- t
evening prayer service at 7.
soning, perfect score 20. Dorothy
Young 17, Frank Peterson 15, Arnold
WITH THE BOWLERS
Sturkes 15, George Headley 14. Amy
Here ts thc standing of thc Knox Coiumb 12, Dorothy Ames 10.

LEONARD

CAMDEN-ROCKLAND WATER CO
Its Six Per Cent
Cumulative Preferred Stock

NOW

YOU CAN BUY

THIS STANDARD

FULL Size, FULL Power

KELVINATOR

County Bowling League to date:
W L PC. P.F.
Wholesalers,
79 26 .752 30.012
Eagles.
74 36 .673 31.301
So. Thomaston, 78 52 .600 36,252
Texaco.
73 52 .576 34.896
Kiekapoo,
51 54 .486 29,269
Burpee,
33 72 .314 28.316 j
Barbers,
30 85 .261 30,731

Chickens come home to roost. It
was an American admiral who forced
Japan to start modernizing--La
grange (Ga.) Reporter.

KEYS! KEYS! KEYS!
Keyi made to order. Key* maae
to fit locks when original keys are
lost. House, Office or Car. Code
books provide keys for all locks
without bother.
Scissors and
Knives Sharpened.
Prompt Service, Reasonable Prices

Crie Hardware Co.
408 MAIN ST.
ROCKLAND
Telephone 711

M-tf

Come in
and
see it
To-day

(K 1719-2

G. A. LAWRENCE CO.,1NCWHOLESALE AND RETAIL DISTRIBUTORS
KNOX—LINCOLN—WALDO COUNTIES

492 Main Street,

Tel. 260-W

Rockland, Me.
35-38
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The Knickerbockers will meet in
Simon H. Hall, who has been
the Olover store Sunday at 12 o'clock spending the winter in Florida, has
to dbeuss pending legislation. Sug returned home.
COMING NEIGHBORHOOD EVENTS
gestions from members or visitors as
March 27—Thomaston town meeting.
March 27-30—Farm and Home Week at to what bills should be taken up will
Troop 2, Boy Scouts, will have a
Orono.
nature study hike Sunday afternoon,
March 28—Garden Club meets with be very welcome.
Mrs John O 8teven». Talbot avenue.
leaving the Methodist Church at 2
March 28—"Friend of the Family,"
staged at the Congregational vestry.
o'clock, and returning about 6 p. m.
The
public
supper
at
Legion
hall
March 30—American Legion smoker.
March 30—Recital by Alexander Ka tonight from 5 to 7 will be an activity
minsky, violinist, at First Baptist
The annual campaign to raise the
of thc Past Presidents' Parley of the
Church.
March 31—Rockland High School min American Legion Auxiliary, which Methodist budget resulted disap
young people will have charge of the
strel show.
services for the day, and all older peo
March 31 — Vinalhaven — Senior class undertakes thc care of the ex-service pointingly—the teams being able to
SERMONETTE
cabaret.
secure only $2750, as against the de
ple will be welcome. Thc following
April 8—Friendship—American Legion wemen of Maine. Mrs. Anne Alden
get-together, auspices Wllllams-Brasler
sired sum of $4200. Thc slump was
program was arranged by Miss Ar
will be chairman.
Post.
Rahab and the Spies
not entirely unexpected in view of '
lene Chaples. Morning service: Tne
April 7—(3 to 9.30) Woman’s Educa
tional Club meeting at G. A R hall
Moses is dead. Joshua Is in
voluntary will be played by Howard
A letter from Dr. Freeman F. the unfortunate financial conditions
April 8—Palm Sunday.
command. A new land is to be Chase, the young people's choir will
April 16—Easter Sunday.
now
existing
everywhere,
and
will
1
Brown
states
that
Hon.
Cyrus
H.
K.
April 20-21 — Camden — "Stepping
Around." presented for hospital benefit. Curtis and party plan to leave Miami mean a radical paring down of ex- < invaded; before him is the forti
sing thc anthem "The Lord Is My
April 21—(3 to 9.30) Regular meeting
fied City of Jericho. Before ad Shepherd,” and the soloist will be Miss
Their penses in all departments of church
of Woman's Educational Club at G A R. Monday, homeward bound.
vancing with his armed forces Blanche Gray. The Scripture will be
hall.
work.
April 22—State contest of harmonica plans are to spend a lay in Charles
he sent out two spies. "They read by Carrol Wlxon, the pastor will
bands at Portland.
ton, three days ln Savannah and a
June 14-16—Grand Army and allied
At the L.T.L. meeting Monday | went and came into an harlot's offer prayer and Dwight Mosher will
bodies meet ln Bangor
week or more in Washington, enroute.
Dorothy Tibbetts gave a recitation j house, named Rahab, and lodged bring the message, speaking on “The
June 26-30—Rotary International holds
Its world convention ln Boston.
and June Webbel a reading “My j there.”
Young Man's Christ." Junior church
Mrs. Hattie Heath was the winner
Brother’s Keeper." Dorothy Demuth j
This was not unlike soldiers, j and Sunday school will meet at the
WEATHER
of the ladies’ graceful skating contest
but doubtless Joshua might have usual hours, and young people's meetFields may be drab and bare, but at the Spanish Villa Thursday night was elected secretary of flower mis
been uneasy could he have known i lng at 6.15 led by Miss Arlene Gray
Rockland's harbor is a beautiful sight and thus qualified for the final con sions and June Burns, secretary of
health
work.
Virginia
Rackliff
was
how his men started about their At 7.15 the scripture will be read by
through the year under skies blue and test which will decide the champion
cloudless as yesterday and today. lady skater of Rockland April 6. The awarded the gold bar on her airplane, mission. If it did not reach his ! Miss Berla Lord, prayer offered by I
Yesterday noon temperature was 38. last of the qualifying contests takes making her the first L.T.L. flying j ears, it did the King of Jericho's Miss Arlene Chaples, and the message I
ace. Next meeting Monday after
who "sent to Rahab. saying, bring j given by Miss Olive Bragg, her topic,
wind west. Rideout says that clear place next Thursday night.
school.
forth the men that were come unto I being "Essentials To Happiness."
weather will continue all day over
thee,
for they be come to search There will be an anthem by thc young |
northern New England, with the wind
The Auxiliary of the Sons of Union
Coach Durrell called out battery I
blowing moderately from the north Veterans is to have a public card men for indoor practice at the high I out all the country." Rahab hid people's choir, a solo by Miss Vivian
west. Barometer 30.26 and rising porty Wednesday evening at the shop school gym last night, and was grati- I thc men on the roof and covered ! Chaples, a duet by Genevieve and
them with flax stalks. She told Blanche Gray, and a guitar trio,
Official forecast for tomorrow, rain of I. Leslie Cress at 457 Main street fled to find 13 students with am
and slightly warmer Temperature with play to begin at 8 Hostesses bition to be on the heaving or the I the king's soldiers "the men 'Nearer My God To Thee” by Arlene
went out.”
and Genevieve Gray and Miss Olive
here at 8 o'clock was 35.
will be Mrs May Cross, Mrs. Sarah receiving end this spring. The
The walls of Jericho were very : Jamieson. Missionary prayer mcetThomas and Mrs. Josephine Lothrop backstop aspirants are Pietroski. {
Sunshine Society meets Monday Buffet lunch will be served.
broad and Rahab's house was I ing Tuesday evening at 7.30 will be
Glover, Dondis, Goss, Peterson, Wig- |
afternoon at the club room.
built on them, as were many ; led by Ralph Conant, talking on
gin and Harrington, while those !
Bacone College. Wednesday evening
others.
Before letting them go
Keenest enthusiasm is being ex
The American Legion Auxilary pressed by those who have seen the who would like to pitch are Shep- j she exacted their promise that ! thc Ladles’ Aid will meet with Mrs.
herd, Paladino, Sumner, Ellis, Su- j
meets Monday evening at 7.30.
rehearsals for “Friend of the Family" tela and Freedman. Infielders and j when the city was taken, they i L. G. Perry at the parsonage. Friday
to be presented at the Congregational outfielders will get the call next would spare her family and their , evening the Bible study class will
Miss Elizabeth Hagar Is confined to
meet at Earl RancUU's, Washington
possessions To this the spies
vestry next Wednesday evening. Mrs week.
her home on Orace street with a
street.
pledged their lives. They ar
W. Seymour Cameron and Atwood
badly sprained ankle.
Levensaler in the leading roles are
Sheldon Oray, better known to the ranged with her to drape her win
ST. GEORGE CHURCHES
supported by a capable local cast. baseball world as "Chummy" Gray | dows with the scarlet cord, and
Circle supper at the Universalist
Mr. Levensaler ls also staging the pro leaves shortly for Wilkes Barre, then with this same cord she low
Church Wednesday will have Mrs.
ered them to the ground. When Tenant's Harbor and Wiley’s Comrr
duction.
Penn., where he will be given a try
Everett Munsey as chairman.
“The Light That Lights the
out on the league team. If he makes the city capitulated Joshua
Funeral services were held Thurs good, as his host of friends certainly spared them all. as his spies had World" is to be the sermon subject
The April 7, April 21 and May 5
day for Mrs. Eliza J. Grey, widow of hope, It will be a case of history promised. Rahab had heaid of | at the Harbor in the morning, and at
meetings of the Woman's EducationEdward T. Grey from her late home repeating itself, as his father, also Moses and how God had dealt ; Wiley's Corner in the afternoon. At
> al Club will be held at Orand Army
on Chestnut street. Rev. J. C. Mac “Chummy-" Gray Joined the minors, with the children of Israel.
| the morning service Henry Cant will
hall.
This is one of the fascinating sing. "The City of Rest," Geibel.
Donald of the First Baptist Church and eventually found himself on
incidents in the history cluster Bible school at 11.45. Miss Eleanor
Miss Lucy Rhodes was hostess to officiating. There were many beauti major league teams—the most sue- I
ing about Jericho. No modem i Coolbroth will lead the Christian
ful
flowers.
Interment
was
In
Sea
cessful pitcher who ever went out of
the Charity Club for luncheon
View
cemetery.
Mrs.
Grey
leaves
a
writer
can approach in interest Endeavor meeting at 6.15, topic, “Is
Maine
in
his
generation.
Young
Thursday at the home of Mrs. R. W.
these Bible narratives.
1 it Practical to Live Without Worry?”
Messer. Mrs. Jennie Allen Wilson grandson, Sheldon Grey, who has al- “Chummy," a tall southpaw in
William A. Holman.
wavs
made
his
home
with
her.
, At 7 the pastor will speak from the
prime
physical
condition,
has
starred
was a special guest.
subject, “I Inherited It." There will
in the Knox County Twilight League
At the Congregational Church to be the usual midweek service in each
The dinner for the Boys' and Girls’ the past two seasons, pitching for the
Inspector Levi Flint will tell the
morrow morning Mr. Rounds will church.
Forty Club Monday some of the un Service Club Wednesday noon had 50 Rockland Texacos. Here's luck,
• • • •
-----------------preach on the subject, "Giving thc
usual services demanded of the State attendants. Baked sauer kraut and |
People What They Want." Sunday
BORN
Ridge and Port Clyde
J Police and of the thrills which are frankforts formed the basis of the
CHISHOLM—At Knax Hospital. Rock School at noon. The Comrades of
workaday routine to the motorbike menu, the kraut donated by E. A
land. Feb. 18. to Mr snd Mrs John
In the morning at the Ridge and
Chisholm, a son, John Valentine.
the Way will meet ln the vestry at
Dean
and
the
frankforts
by
Mrs.
E.
coppers.
ln the afternoon at Port Clyde Rev.
6.30 o'clock.
kK Leighton. Mrs. John H. Flanagan
Milton R. Kerr will speak on
DIED
• • » •
Shakespeare Society meets Mon acted as chairman. The dinner on OJALA—At Fairfield. March 23. Tyne
“Womanhood the Strength of a NaOJala
of
St
George,
aged
16
years.
6
At First Church of Christ, Scien
day evening at the home of Mrs Eva Wednesday of the coming week will
months. 6 days. Funeral Sunday at
I tion," in the scries from I Peter; ln
130
tist, corner of Cedar and Brewster
Hellier. Act III of “Elizabeth the be given by the Lions Club and will
MARSHALL-At Saugus. Mass . March streets, Sunday services are at 10.30 ihe evening at Port Clyde his subject
Queen" will be read, with Mrs. Clara be held in the Undercroft of St
—, Herbert Marshall formerly of Port
i will be “The Personality of Jesus
Clyde.
and the subject of the Lesson-Ser
Rounds as leader. Papers will be Peter's Church.
HARRINGTON — At Thomaston. March mon tomorrow, will be "Reality.” : Christ.” Sunday schools at regular
presented by Miss Alice Erskine and |
23. Mrs Loretto Harrington, aged 85
! hours. Joint midweek service at thc
years, 11 months. 12 days. Funeral I Sunday School ts at 11.45. WednesAt the round table meeting at the
Mrs. Grace Lawrence.
thls Saturday afternoon from the 1
Port Wednesday at 7. Everyone Is
_____
parish house of the Camden Congrechurch at Wiley's Corner.
day evening testimony meeting is at
welcome at these services.
WILLIAMS
—
At
Camden.
March
24.
Miss
7.30. The reading room is located
Coming events at the Spanish Villa ' gational Church Wednesday evening
Margaret Williams, aged 71 years. 7
months. 21 days Funeral Sunday at at 400 Main street, and is open week
skating nnk include tonight's three- Miss Florence Dean of Rockland was
2 o'clock from Good's funeral home
days from 2 until 5 p. m.
mile race between “Jeff" Mealey the guest artist. Miss Dean presented a
Burial at Duck Trap. Lincolnville.
a • • •
new State champion, and Forrest program of readings including a one- WHITEMORE—At Camden. March 24.
Youthful Spring Frock
Hannah E. widow of Martin Edgar
The 10.30 subject tomorrow morn
Hamilton, who can't figure yet hew i act play, two acts from other plays.; Whitmore, native of England aged 64
years.
Funeral
Monday
at
2
o'clock
he lost the title; and the confetti! miscellaneous selections and musical ;
ing at the Methodist Church will be
1N MEMORIAM
"The Pate of Judas Iscariot" and
party next Tuesday night.
readings for which Miss Ruth Dondis i
In loving memory of our dear mother, thc anthem “My Redeemer Liveth."
------was at the piano. The audience was Mrs
Claudine J Walls, who died March
Wilson. Bunday school will meet at
Next Wednesday will mark the much impressed by Miss Dean's inter- 27. 1915.
It's eighteen years ago
noon and Epworth League at 6
ninth anniversary of The Courier- : pretations.
When you were with us here,
To love us and watch over us
o'clock. The sermon subject at 7.15
Gazette's occupancy of its present I
------And lend your willing cheer.
will be “The Healing of Aeneas" with
quarters. Among the many hundreds
Fales Circle, Ladies of the GAR.. We miss the sunshine of your smile.
The love light In your eyes.
who attended thc opening there are was most delightfully entertained The
Seth Parker gathering 8 15 to 8.45
tenderness with which you met
The Tuesday prayer service will be
probably few who can realize that Wednesday afternoon and evening by Our troubles, cares and trtals.
We miss you mother at the dawn of day.
at 7.15.
nearly a decade has passed.
Mrs. Susie Lamb, Rankin street. A At sunshine and at noon:
And lonesome are the twilights
• • • •
-------sewing bee occupied the afternoon When
those soft sweet songs you'd croon.
The topic chosen by Rev. Oeorge H
Naval intelligence in the New York and after picnic supper and a short As I gaze on your picture that hangs
on the wall.
newspapers Thursday contained the business session, an evening of fun Your smile and your welcome I often Welch for the 10.45 service at the
interesting announcement that Com was enjoyed, the high light being a I missrecall:
you and mourn you In alienee Universalist Church is “The Sermon
unseen.
on the Mount.” The quartet will sin 3
mander Douglas W. Fuller who ts at spelling match. Refreshments were
And dwell on the memories of days that
Father In Thy Mysterious Presence
have been:
Balboa, Canal Zone, has been trans- i served, and favors In form of horoDear 1* thc grave wherc mother Is laid.
ferred to the department office there, scopes presented to the guests. Mrs Sweet ls the memory that never will Scott and “Love Not the World."
fade;
Marston. Church School will meet at
to take effect May 1st, and to com- Lillian Lincoln of Camden, depart- And yet
there Is a thought
mand U SB. Cuyama.
ment senior vice president, was a That cheers and soothes my aching noon, also Knickerbocker class a:
heart;
j special guest.
That even If you could come home from Legion hall, and thc women's class at
heaven you would not part
H. Alton Lewis, who has been
the home of Mrs. E. F. Olover. Clare
• Daughter and Granddaughter Vera.
spending a short vacation at his
Writing from Altamonte Springs
mont street and intermediate Y.P.C.U.
CARD OF THANKS
North Haven home, came from Chi Fla., to a member of The Cyurierat 5 p. m. with Jane Welch as leader
We wish to thank our neighbors and
cago where he has been engaged ln Gazette staff. John Sansom says: friends for their kindness and sympa At 6.30 the lecture course planned
thy during our recent bereavement: particularly for teachers will continue
his capacity as an efficiency expert in "Great weather here, sunshine all also
for the use of their cars and the
a factory where the well known day, and one Is out all of the time. beautiful floral offerings.
with the topics "Background of the
Mrs. William Orne. Mr and Mrs. Carl
"Baby Ruth" bars are manufactured Plenty of oranges and in picking them Fales, Mr and Mrs Maynard Orne.
Old Testament" and "Early Child
Friendship.
•
Mr. Lewis’ duties call him into many ladders are always used; they never
hood" in charge of Mr. Welch. Thes'
New York-Paris Fashions
Interesting localities.
climb a tree. There are many varie
meetings are open to the public. The
CARD OF THANKS
I wish to thank the many friends and week’s activities include Ohapin Cla^>
QNE
of
the
most charming twoties of oranges and all are nice and neighbors
for the beautiful flowers sent
piece spectator sports frocks to
Attractions at the Strand Theatre { sweet, with plenty of juice. The trip at the time of my bereavement. Espe with Mrs. E. R. Veazie Tuesday evi
cially do I thank Mrs Barnard. Mr
next week are: Monday and Tues- from Maine to Florida is very inter and Mrs Harold Rackliffe. Roland Rack ning and cl-cle supper Wednesday at be shown for the new season Is pic
liffe and family, also Mrs Crozier and
tured above. It Is simple, youthful,
day, "Murder In the Zoo," with , esting as you can enjoy such wonder- Mr.
6 o'clock.
Bowes.
Sheldon Oray.
and has several Interesting style
• • • •
Charles Ruggles and Kathleen ful roads and there are so many in
features. A new matelasse made of
Burke (The Panther Woman); Wed teresting towns and cities to pass
The subject of the sermon at thc rayon Is the material used. Some of
nesday and Thursday, “Animal King through."
First Baptist Church Sunday morn the smart -touches are tht simple
1835
1933
dom," with Ann Harding and Leslie
ing will be “How To Stop the Enemy." skirt, short dolman sleeves, and the
E. A. GLIDDEN & CO.
Howard; Friday and' Saturday,
Howard Murphy of Boothbay, who
There will be special musical combi high neck treatment with front butWaldoboro and Rockland
nations and choir selections. The | ton closln8"20.000 Years in Sing Sing,” with was being boarded at Knox County
Highlands
Artlstle Memorials la Stone
Spencer Tracey and Betty Davis.
Jail by the Lincoln County authorities.
church school with classes for all ages ----------------feU a victim to wanderlust Wednes
will meet at thc noon hour. Another ’ _______
Representative Moran renewed day night. Sawing one of the ginger of the Interesting Christian Endeavor
Thursday a request for a naval vessel bread bars, he pushed off a window
meetings at 6 o'clock. The people's 1
Few who write to the newspa
evening service will open at 7.15 with '
to be sent to Rockland on Memorial screen and was soon lost in the night.
per realize that thirty lines will
Day, if the United States fleet re Turnkey Webster missed him from
prelude and big sing, assisted by or
secure a hundred readers, while
turns from the Pacific coast before the ranks when the morning meal
half a column secures one.
gan and plar.o. There will be special
that time. Moran had made an was taken ln, and authorities In
music by the choir and combinations.
earlier request to Admiral Pratt, neighboring towns were promptly
Mr. MacDonald will give a special i
whose legal residence ls ln the Sec notified. Sheriff Greenlaw of Lin
sermon to young people on the sub-1
ond Maine District, but Pratt indi coln County captured Murphy near
ject “Go West, Young Man!” The
cated the possibility of sending a hls father's home in Boothbay,
slogan for the services of this day Ls
(JTo Us Printing is more than
sizeable vessel to Rockland was slight. Thursday, and he was brought back
just putting words into type.
“Young People March To Church In
Parcel Delivery
to jail by Deputies Ludwick and
i March." The happy prayer and I It is the creation of a work of art,
Rummage sale next Tuesday at the . Webster.
I praise meeting will be held Tuesday be it a simple little announcement
or an elaborate booklet.
Hence
Family Washings
Methodist Church. Doors open at 9
evening at 7.15. The Rainbow Hour' we take all the pride of an artiat
NOTICE
Called For and Delivered
—adv.
36-lt
will be broadcast over WLBZ, Ban in hit craft, in each job; and that
The annual meeting of the Incorpora
tors of Rockland Community Chest.
gor, Wednesday evening from 6.45 to ia tha secret of the superlative
Inc., will be held at 7.30 p. m. on Monquality of The Courier-Gazette
Steamboat tickets to any part Of day. March 27, at the Chamber of Com7.15.
Printing.
the world. Tours arranged to West JnfrS® room8' 447 Main street, Rockland
-__ ..... i
X for the purpose of receiving reports and
Indies or Bermuda. Maurice F. transacting such other business as may
Thc last Sunday in the month is I)
Tel. 106-R
Lovejoy. Insurance. Phone 1060-J, properly come before the meeting.
“Young People March to Church.”
Masonic Temple, Rockland.
lenore w. benner^
at Littlefield Memorial Church, so the
143 then 145-8-tf , Rockland, Me., March 20, 1833 .
34-36
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TALK OF THE TOWN

©iiirfk’S

Light Trucking

Walter Dorgan

| The Courier-Gazette

FRIGIDAIRE
Drastic Reductions on
All Floor Models
All New Super-Powered Machines
AT

A. C. McLOON & CO.
FRIGIDAIRE SHOW ROOMS
Any person interested in electrical refrigeration will profit in a visit
today or Monday, or phone 730 for particulars

These may be bought on easy terms and deferred payments

UNION
Dr. Joseph N. Shelley and Dr.
Margaret Blair of Boston, were week
end guests of Miss Louise Grinnell.

OPENING ANNOUNCEMENT

MRS. GEORGE GREEN

We Wish To Announce the Opening of Our New and
Exclusive Line of

Kate Spalding Swett Green, who
died last Sunday, was born Jan. 31 i
1850, daughter of Capt. Henry and
Marga-et (Martin) Spalding. She
wa; educated in the schools of South
Thomaston and Maine Wesleyan
Seminary and Female ’College,
graduating from the latter iu 1868.
She had a broad teaching experi
ence in the East and Middle West.
July 2, 1872 she was united in mar
riage with George Swett of Thom
aston. A son, born of that marri
age, died in infancy, nine weeks after
thc death of his father. In 1882 she
was united in marriage with George
Green, who with the three daugh
ters of that marriage, Mrs. Charles
Emery of Rockland, Mrs. Richard
Hodsdon of Reed's Ferry, N. H., and
Mr;. Scott Kltlf edgc of Fteeport,
Long Island. N .Y., together with two
grandsons, Oeorge William Kittredge,
and Richard Spalding Hodsdon, sur
vive her. She was a member of the
Methodist Episcopal Church, and a
past matron of Forget-me-not Chap
ter. O.ES.
"There ls no death An angel form
Walks o'er thc earth with silent tread;
He bears our best loved things away;
And we then call them 'dead'."

To know her was to love her, and
not only her husband, her daughters,
grandchildren and friends, but an
army of her boys and girls to whom
in bygone years she was known and
loved as "Teacher," arise up and
call her blessed. A noble life like
hers never dies.
The services were held in South
Thomaston, Tuesday, March 21, and
were conducted by Rev. Herman
Winchenbaugh and Forget-me-not
Chapter. O.ES. There were many
beautiful floral tributes from friends
and relatives, also from Forget-menot Chapter. Knox County Associa
tion of Past Matrons and Patrons,
Outing Club and Thc Merri-meetcrs,
thus testifying to the love and esteem
of all who knew her.
HE G1VETH 1118 BELOVED SLEEP

"He secs their footsteps falter, when
their hearts grow weak and faint;
He marks when their strength Is falling,
and listens to each complaint;
He bids them rest for a season, for the
pathway has grown too steep;
And folded In fair, green pasture.
He glveth hls loved ones sleep

WALL PAPERS
ALL BRAND NEW PATTERNS
ALL THE WANTED DESIGNS

WIDE RANGE OF PRICES
NO ODD LOTS

NO SECONDS

E. B. HASTINGS & CO.
316 MAIN STREET

RCCKLAND

Distinctive Stationery

$

FOR MEN AND WOMEN

1

Personal, Student and Monarch Size Stationery of excellent white
ripple or plain bond paper, printed on top center of paper and on
flap of envelopes. Copy for name and address on envelopes and
paper must be exactly the same.
Printed in black or blue Ink. Not over three lines. Note size 6x7.
ideal for women's use; 200 single (or 100 double sheets) and 100
envelopes to match $1.00. Student's size 5'4x8t4, 150 sheets and 100
envelopes to match, $1.00
Monarch size, a man's size for personal or business use, 150 sheets
7'ixIO't! and 100 envelopes 3’«x7'j plain white bond paper only, $1 50
Raised letter printing on paper only, each size 60c extra.
Write name and address plainly, print if possible. Remit with
order, please, either by check or money order. Postage 10c extra.

THE COURIER-GAZETTE
ROCKLAND, MAINE

CHRYSLER - PLYMOUTH
SALES - SERVICE

j He glveth It. O, so gently! as a mother
will hush to rest
[ The babe that she softly pillows tenderly
on her breast.
Forgotten now are the trials and sor
rows that made them weep;
I For. with many a soothing promise,
j He glveth hls loved ones sleep.
not that their tolls are over;
weep not that their race Is run
God grant that we may rest as calmly
when our work, like theirs, ls done!
Till then we would yield with gladness
our treasures to Him to keep.
And rejoice ln the RWeet assurancelie glveth hls loved ones sleep."

J Weep

Albion B. Crocker.

E. 0. PHILBROOK & SON
632 Main Street

Rockland, Me.
33*35
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JAe MAY DAY
MYSTERY
Bij. Octavus Roq Cohere
WNU MftViC*

been winning all m.v money at cards.
I guess 1 would have been a dumb
ANVEY gazed al the gray walla hell all my life if I hadn't got sore
of the Jail and nodded as at him over something else."
“Stealing your girl, for Instance?"
though having reached a startling
Mux looked up sharply, and be
conclusion.
“I believe our next move. John, came boyishly dignified. “I—I’d
ls to have a talky-talk with Mister really rather not talk about that
angle of it. Mr. Hanvey," he said
Maxwell Vernon."
"Good Ixtrd 1 Has tt taken you gently.
“As you say, Vernon. But when
all tills time to think of that?"
"Uh-huh. M.v brain was never tills other tiling happened—you get
ting sore—what then?"
strong on speed."
Reagan was earnest "Quit kid
“I started thinking—for the flrst
din', Jim. Why did you leave this time. And I began to suspect tliat
palooka for the Inst?"
it wasn't all Just accident that Tha.v“Because I wanted to hear what et liad been nice to me so long as
everybody else had to say. Frotn
I hud money; hut the tuiuute I
what you tell me. Vernon Is lying went broke he lost Interest In me
high, wide and handsome, and I and started going with . . . that Is.
wanted to form some Idea about
doing things to mnke me sore. And
what was truth and what wasn't”
it struck me that It wns queer he
"Sensible enough. I^t's go."
had always won at cards. Oh I I
Back Into the brilliance of the was stupid enough, hut I waked up
warden's offlce, and thence down all nt once.”
the dimly lighted corridor on which
“And you got about as mad ns
were the rooms used for those prls i yon ever had heen In your life.
oners who seemed entitled to some You went to Thayer's room In the
thing better than the ordinary cells.
fraternity house—"
The turnkey admitted them to a
“1 did not! I told you before I
room Identical with the ones occu never went near his room."
pied by Tony Peyton and tarry
“So yon did. I thought ma.vhe
Welch. They stood In the doorway
you'd remembered that you were
nnd Hanvey regarded the occupant
mistaken. Anyway, you were In
through sleepy, half-closed eyes.
the house at the same time he was
Vernon was seated on bis cot. After awhile yon left there hurriedly
He had doffed coat and tie. and his with a bundle onder your arm.
shirt was open at the throat Hls didn't you? What was In that bunlong black hair wns somewhat
die, Vernon?”
tousled and his chubby face wore
Max was nervous; hls pudgy
an expression of belligerence. His hands were twisted together and
whole manner—even before a word
his eyes roved helplessly around
was spoken—was combative.
the little room.
Jim seated himself and smiled
“A—a suit of clothes. The one I
lazily at the prisoner. He felt rath said I changed. I was taking Ir to
er sorry for the boy, fat, good nn
the Marland Tailoring company for
tured, easy-going . . . and now sud
alteration and cleaning."
denly enmeshed tn a tragedy which
“Good. Now we're clearing up
he couldn't quite understand. Jim s parts of the mystery." Jim turned
voice catne soothingly.
to Reagan. “Suppose you chpck
"Things been happening pretty
up on that John. .lust 'phone
fast ain’t they. Son?"
that company and mnke sure they
Vernon looked up sharply. "What
things T*
"Oh. plenty."
“J don't know what you mean."
“Shuh I Sure you do."
Max rose and tried to look dlgnl
fled. He succeeded only In appear
Ing somewhat ludicrous and entire
ly pltifuL
"J haven't anything to say, Mr
Hanvey."
“Well, what do you know about
that? I haven't asked you anything,
hnve I?"
"No. but—"
“Listen to me. Son: answer me
one question.”
CHAPTER XI

H

“What is It?"
"I ild you kill Pat Thayer?"
Vernon's eyes closed. He pulled
himself together with a visible ef
fort.
"No."
"Then I think you better talk to
me plain and honest Of course. If
yon di<l kill him, the best thing yon
can do is keep your mouth shut
Now— #hat sa.v yon?'
"Nothing. I'm not going to talk."
"A' right I ain't gonna argue
wilh you.” He reached Inevitably
for the golden toothpick. "Swell
new car yon got Son."
Vernon was stonily silent.
“Swell car," repeated Hanvey
“Sure wish I could owd one like
that But I wouldn't go buy one Just
after I'd had a row with another
man."
“I didn't row with anybody "
“No? Not even Pat Thayer?”
Max was trembling. Boyishly, he
was struggling to keep actual tears
from his eyes. “You're trying to
trap mei I knowl And fm not go
ing to say anything. Not anything
at all!”
"That’s up to yon. Son. But sup
pose you tell tne this: What hap
pened between you and Thayer In
the fraternity house day before
yesterday somewhere about one
o’clock ln the afternoon?"
“In the fraternity house? Noth
ing happened."
"You went to his room, didn't
you?”
“No."
“Aw, Son I You know dog-gone
good and well you went to Pat
Thayer's room. Now why don't you
tell us whnt happened?"
"I didn't go near hls room," cried
Vernon harshly. "1 went to my own
room nnd changed my clothes and
then I left the house. I never saw
Thayer for a moment all the time
] was In there."
Jim shook hls big head. "1 hate
to see you fighting me. Son, when
I'm trying to help—”
"Like h—1 you are! You're try
ing to mix me up In Pat Thayer s
murder."
"fm trying to get the truth.
Does that mix you up?"
"No, but—"
"Just before you went to the fra
ternity house, you and Thayer had
a big row on the campus, didn't
you?"
“Who says so?"
"Several people. And also there
ain’t much question that you were
pretty sore nt him. Now I ask you
this: Why?"
“I had reason enough. I thought
he was my friend. I've been bud
dies with him for two years. Lie's

I

WALDOBORO
bloody 'suit and the door rug. Then
he takes his share of the hundred
I Mrs. Lizzie Shuman of Winslow’s
thousand berries that they’ve
i Mills has been spending the week
copped from the bank.
“He trades In his old car and Is
j at Dr. J. W. Sanborn's.
5
12
13
7
10 ii
4
8
9
5
b
fool enough to think he's got a good
1
2
[ Dudley Hovey of Newtonville,
alibi. But a couple of minutes after
Mass., spent the weekend with hls
Ib
15
14
he sets foot Id his room nt the fra
A
father, F. A Hovey.
ternity house, the mnn on duty
w 19
18
grabs him and calls me. Ain't that
17
Good reading in the case of the I
Davis h“
lhe
a good case. Jim?"
average intelligent reader becomes J
01 frlends ln East Boothbay.
22
The big man nodded slow ap
21
20
Miss
Helen M. Bond entertained
an integral part of the mind. If it
proval.
b
2.4
“Durn near perfect," he applaud be a book of Action, in our moments the members of the Brunette Club
w
ed. “Only, how come Thayer was ! of reminiscence or reverie, the char- Monday evening.
i 2b
29 30 31
zb
alive when I.arry Welch got there , acters which we have met in its
27
Mrs.. Mary Mathews was hostess
nt two o'clock T’
pages will again and again return as to the Susannah Wesley Society at
ft 1 54
"It —11" snapped Reagan. “He
35
32
W
wasn't Thayer was dead then. companions, as will vistas of lands her home on Friendship street Mon
40 I 41
TT
But lairry knew Tony had heen 1 and places which, save ln the mi- day afternoon. Twenty-two memthere and he didn’t know anything racuious realm of the imagination,j bers were present. The time was
45
4b
about Max Vernon. So he thinks we may never see or know. Such , passed socially and in sewing, with
43
44
41
w
Tony Peyton killed Thayer and novels are forever associated with j refreshments served. Mrs.
Belle
4&
51
50
shields her. Cinch, ain't It?"
49
47
winter evenings by the cheery Are- Poland will entertain at the next
"It seems so. . . . And the ring ; side or with the hammock and the I meeting.
54
Ivy had giveD Pat Thayer?"
53
52
Mrs. Dominic Fossa spent the i
"ljtrry Welch took it Didn't o!d front porch in summer. They
W
59
want his sister mixed np In the constitute one ol the most solid ' weekend with relatives in Bath.
58
55 5b 57
mess. Don't you see how clear pleasures that this earth of ours af
Mr. and Mrs. W. H. Crowell were
everything Is? I'm sorry for Max fords.
i b>
b2
in Gardiner recently.
bo
Vernon, of course. There ain't any
Miss Ethelyn Whitehouse has been j
thing bad about the kid. Just
bb
b5
b4
Beautifully written, compact with I guest of relatives in Thomaston.
s
weak.'
Supt. of schools. A. L. Shorey, was
Hanvey was silent for a moment. ' valuable information, and presented
b9
bb
fc>7
then looked up brightly. “Whal'd with literary grace and charm. Mary ! in Augusta Tuesday.
you do with all the stuff Vernon Berenson's "A Modern Pilgrimage'i Mr. and Mrs. Theodore Sylvester
had In his pockets when be was ar commends itself to al) who are in- and Mrs. H. R. Winchenbaugh of
, HORIZONTAL (Cont.) I VERTICAL (Cont.)
HORIZONTAL
rested?"
21-A long, pointed
52-To slight
1-Time gone by
terested in the Holy Land, whether Rockland were recent guests of Mr.
“Right here. Want to see It?"
tooth
5-To paint in a cheap 53-Extract of rose
from
the
religious,
historical,
or
(
and
Mrs.
Fred
Shuman.
22- A metric land
“Yeh. . .
petals
manner
measure
55-Mutiny
Five minutes later Reagan re artistic point of view. Although as I The party given by Mr. and Mrs
10-Short gaiter
Tlie two detectives faced each
24- lnexpensive
58-Moved rapidly
14- River in Bohemia
turned to the room. He spread out a student of religion, Mrs. Berenson A. P. Jackson Monday evening for
oilier solemnly in the warden's of
25- A weapon with a
60- Levels
15- Mixture of flour
on the table the comenta of Ver creates a sense of religious fervor, the benefit of Meenahga Grange was
flce.
pointed head
61-Thin
and water
non's
pockets:
a
handkerchief,
a
she is chiefly concerned writh the a most successful affair. The eve“Will you tell me why," Reagan
26- A measure of
62- Venture
16- Country
fountain
pen.
a
notebook,
several
asked—"when you had Vernon on
weight
purely objective beauty of Palestine | ning was passed socially and in the
64- Local position
thoroughfare
visiting cards, a fraternity pin. a
28- Scoff
tlie run. you didn't chase him? You
65- Before now
17- Fatigue
and
Syria.
She
is
an
art
critic
in
playing
of
cards
and
games.
Sandhunch of keys, less than two dollars
29- Elongated flsh (pl.)
66- Paradise
knew he was lying, didn't you?"
18- Soft down of
In silver, a packet of cigarettes and her own right and has traveled much wiches and coffee were served.
30- Harvests
67- Trudge
scraped linen
“Sure, John—sure. And the more a box of matches.
with her husband. Bernard Berenson. About 25 were present.
31- A wood-nymph
68- Took the part of
19River
in
questions I asked the more lies he
(Gr. Myth.)
Mrs. George G. Genthner was
Hanvey fumbled with the collec the authority on art. She is ad
69- Anarchists
N. W. France
was gonna tell."
33-Harbor
tion. “This all, John? Didn't he mirably equipped, therefore, to give given a surprise party Saturday on
20- Cause to resemble
35-Fur-bearing animal
"Well. I’ll sa.v this for you, Jim
agate
have a wallet?”
a remarkable aesthetic interpretation flhe occasion of her lA'thday. by
38-Flavored
Hanvey: You seem to rock along
22- Fallt into line
“Yeh.” Reagan flushed. “It’s In a
VERTICAL
of what she sees. Here indeed is the members of Good Luck Rebekah
40-Heeded
23Evoke
with all the delicacy of an elephant
special box ln the warden's safe. perfect book for an Easter gift. ' Lodge. Twenty-six members greeted
43-Part of a door-way
24- A rough, steep rock
—hut d—d if you haven't learned a
Nothing In It but some money."
(Pl-)
25- Very
heap about this rase."
(Appleton).
Mrs.
Genthner,
who
is
a
former
“How much?”
45-A fruit
1- Deep hole
27- Point of compass
“WhaL for Instance?" inquired
• • • •
| noble grand of that organization.
“Two hundred and ten dollars.
2- Largeet continent 48-Fruit of a tree
(abbr.)
Hanvey interestedly.
ITI get tt—"
50-Rambler
3- A woolen goods
With Uie permission of H. O. Wells. The time was passed socially with a
28- A keeper of sheep
“In the first place, it's a cinch
53- Fast
4- Walks on
“Never mind." Jim was holding a ncvel and invaluable book for boys ( musical program, and refreshments
32-Young dog
that Max Vernon killed Pat Thayer.”
54-Author of 'C'oister
5- Those who splice
34-A coin of Germany
the bunch of keys In his hand. and girls has been written by I. O including a large birthday cake were
"You think so?"
and the Hearth'
6- lndian corn
36- Guide
“Doesn't this look Uke a new key,
55- Respective (abbr.)
7- Serf
Evans, the English educator and served.
"Sure. Don't you?"
37- Boy's name
John?”
56- Wrong
8- Attorney (abbr.)
"Durned If I know. John. I
39-Rob
sociologist.
This book is “The |
Reagan nodded.
57- Refuse approval to
41- Kill
• 9- Musical note
couldn't say for sure, anyway.
"Sure does."
Junior Outline of History " (An ApEAST FRIENDSHIP
58- Dispatch
42- Land measure (pl.) 10-Feats of
There's still 8 lot of loose ends."
"Bank box. I'll bet." observed pleton publication of March). While
59- Dread (Simplified
-------44-Lukewarm
legerdemain
"There always are on a case like
Hanvey, as though talking to him Mr. Evans has utilized the genera!. Mrs. Aletha Thompson of Thomspelling)
*
46- Mineral spring
11-Ache
this.” snapped Reagan. “Whenever
self. “Uh-huh, new bank box key.
61-Fifty-two (Roman)
47- Retaining fee
12-Girl's name
scheme
of
the
Wells
volume,
he
has
aston
was
over
Sunday
guest
at
the
a big crime happens we run out
63-Printer's measure
49-Dip
'
13-Golf mounds
When's the next train tor Steel
written, word for word, an entirely home of her brother A. V. Grafton,
and grab all the facts we can. They
51-N. central State of 19-Strikes with the
(Pi.)
City?"
U. S. (abbr.)
j
open hand
65-Steamship (abbr.)
all look Important because we don't
Kennedy Marshall is driving a new
Reagan consulted hls watch. new book, and one which carries
know which from whaL But after
“Midnight"
world history, up-to-date. Simpli car.
(Solution to Previous Puzzle)
we look Into it we see that some of
“I wonder if you'd run op there fying difficult words and ideas, he
Frank Miller was in Augusta Wed
the things we thought were Impor tomorrow alone?"
proceeds to trace the gradual evolu nesday on business.
TREMONT
r el
tant really don't mean anything—
“Sure 1 wilL I can be back to
and so we forget 'em. Thar's tbe morrow evening. What's the big tion of social, religious and political
Mrs. Lena Delano of Thomaston
Mr. and Mrs. N. B. Trask of At
institutions, as well as that of the
way In this case: we've got Max
idea?"
1 is visiting at L. E. Burns' for a few lantic returned home Sunday after I
Vernon dead to rights. Any Jury
A p’ eJB A 1
Jim detached the key from the arts and sciences. An abundance of days.
spending several weeks here with
wonld convict him."
s[a R E
ring. 'Take this with you, John. drawings completely illustrates the
Mils Beatrice Havener of Thomas- their daughter Mrs. Charles Hard- !
el'lIkIc T S
Jim nodded heavily. “They cer I've got a hunch that Max Vernon march of time from the winged
sc:
rented a box at some big Steel City dragons of antiquity to the great air- ton High School spent the weekend ing.
tainly would. That’s what makes It
bank. Take some samples of Its planes of today. Altogether the vol- wlt^ ^er parents Mr and Mrs. Will
so tough on the kid—provided he's
Mrs. Barron Watson entertained
N
STEEDS
handwriting with yon. because ha’d
Innocent"
Havener.
the Bass Harbor bridge club Tuesday I
ume
ls
one
cf
the
most
interesting
use an assumed name, of course.
Reagan changed bis tactics He
Miss Lawrence, the county nurse evening. Mrs. Edward Robinson won
of today's books for young people.
pointed an accusing Anger at Han You can check up on all boxes rest
was
in town last week Friday on highest score and Mrs. Clifton Rich ,
•
•
•
•
ed
In
the
last
couple
of
days
—
then
vey. "Anyway, Jim—you think he
T[JP|O D 1 1
consolation.
business.
compare
the
handwriting."
_
was mixed np tn that bank rob
From the Appleton press comes
AIWI siIsmaIri
"And If I flnd the box shall I
Miss
Evelyn
Kittredge
is
spending
bery, don’t you?"
Maynard
Ome
returned
Tuesday
"Alice
In
Elephantland
by
Mary
take a look inside?"
The fat man reflected for a mo
I Hastings Bradley—true and wonder- to Monhegan. after being called here a few days in Orono with friends.
ment then nodded.
Mrs. Clarence Smith entertained Bragdon and Enslo Matson in honor
"No-o. We'll Just take If for fui adventures, met with by a little several «*ays a6° by the illness and
“Yeh—I do.”
granted that if he rented a box there girl of eight in the African Jungle, death of his father W. J. Orne.
the ladies' aid this week, with 12 ot Mrs. Matson's birthday.
“And that" exulted Reagan, “is
the Marland hank money Is In It—
Frank Miller is doing some work present.
Rev. Milton R. Kerr has had the
the first definite admission t've got or, anyway, Vernon's share. What i Little Alice Bradley went with her
parents on a strange and exciting on the State aid road. Mr. Miller
Walter Kelley is visiting his grand telephone Installed ln the parsonage,
ten out of you yet"
sa.v?"
will act as patrolman again this parents Mr. and Mrs. Jacob Kelley ring 54-14.
Jim smiled. *T am dumb, ain't I.
Reagan rose. “I'm on my way. journey into the cannibal country
John? Suppose you tell roe Jnst
Chief.” At the door be turned. "And and met all the wild animals in year, his route being extended from for a few days.
how you think this murder hap If we do find that cash. Jim—and their own home.
the Lawry line to the cement road at
Mr. and Mrs. Earl Billings are
pened. Just sketch things over,
South Warren.
It turns out to be Vernon who had
spending
the week in BluehiU with
will you. so they'll take their prop
It—will you admit then that I was
The Happy-Go-Lucky Club met at
A marigold pudding, made from a
relatives.
er places ln m.v mind."
right?”
Elsie Kratt's home last Saturday
Jim smiled broadly. "Maybe," he ■ rec,»* ln John Bvel>'n'5
“Good enough." Reagan whipped
Mrs. Frank Moore of Southwest
afternoon. The cooking girls are
ti'ti cnno
tho utrv en/'rwac.cfnl HicHc
ont hls notebook and consnlted it
said. “I'll sure think you were wa sone of the very successful dishes
Harbor
called on Mrs. Hettie Stan
j served by Helen Morgenfhau Fox. making cellophane belts and the sew
“May first: eleven-thirty: Tony Pey pretty near righL anyway."
ley recently.
ing
girls
are
making
sewing
kits.
ton runs across her husband mak
' when she was experimenting in the
The members of the ladies aid
ing love to the kid sister of the
use of herbs in cooking. She tells, For treat was served cake and cocoa
(To
Be
Cortlnued)
were very glad to have Mrs. Ed
man she's crazy about Big row
furnished
by
Madeline
Miller.
The
in "Gardening with Herbs for Flavor
Thayer sore and Tony desperate.
next meeting will be April 1, at the Howe meet with them this week after
Fifteen minutes later, after she's
Customer—And do you recommend and Fragrance" (MacMillan) how leader's home.
her long absence due to illness.
[She
garnered
recipes
for
the
use
of
gone, fvy Welch and Pat Thaver this sleeping mixture?
Mrs.
Elsie
Kraft
attended
the
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Harding mo
j herbs not only from cook books of
meet Max Vernon. Thayer has been
Druggist—Yes, sir. We give an
trimming Vernon for two years and alarm clock with every bottle.—Times many lands, dating as far back as Lincoln and Knox County 4-H Club tored to Bar Harbor Wednesday to
call on Mr and Mrs. Frank Bab
the kid has Just got good and wise
the 16th century, but even from the meeting at Waldoboro last Friday.
because Thayer went too far when of India.
The
supervisor
of
highways,
W.
C.
bage
of Portland who are there for
"Arabian Nights." Many of these
he copped Max's girl. Another quarWashburn was in town on business a few days.
were
tested
in
her
own
kitchen,
and
reL While that Is happening. Tony
last week.
OUR JUNIOR PUZZLE she gives a goodly number in her
Peyton is warning Larry Welch
• • • •
book.
She
also
tells
with
a
charm
GLENMERE
that his sister ts in trouble, and
William
J. Ome
telling bim why.
that will make every amateur gar
“At half-past twelve Pat Thayer
Mrs. Byron Davis is guest of her
The death of William J. Ome. 66.
dener want to start a herb garden
gets to the fraternity house and
this spring, how to grow the herbs occurred at his home Friday morn daughter Mrs. Chauncey Keene in
goes to bis room. Five minutes
and pack them away for the winter, ing of last week after an illness of Rockland.
later Max Vernon comes in. He's
Ixecutlve Offlce
August Peterson is building a ga
how to flavor food and drink, brew two weeks. He was the son oi
sore as a goat and when rhe two
HOTEL MANGER
teas of them, and combine the dried Thomas and Abbie (Pottle) Orne of rage.
kids on the veranda tell him Thay
NOXTH STATION. SOSTOM
Bertha Anderson is ill and attend
er's In his room, he says he don't
leaves into sweetly smelling potpour Pleasant Point, coming here in early
Pleoi* lend — (•cesniflon Card)
give a d—n. Maybe he didn't then.
manhood. He was united in marriage ed by Dr. Oross.
ris.
far u» by intndt opd myiolf. Ne
Jim—but don't forget that he had
Elsie Johnson is spending her va
to Olive Davis, who survives him,
obligation.
found ont where Thayer waa and
SUBSTITUTE
and of their union were born a son cation from High School with Mrs..
he had Just quarreled with the man
NoitiiAny time you think you are
and daughter. He will be greatly Rose Seavey at Port Clyde.
Lonesome for the sea.
over a girt
Street Mr.
and
Mrs.
A.
W.
Hooper
enter

Stand
ln
windy
weather
missed
in
his
home
and
by
friends.
“Vernon goes to hts room. He
By an old pine tree;
Mr. Orne's chief occupation was tained at supper Saturday, Mrs.
Citv Close your eyes and listen
has been broke and worried. Some
To the long dull roar
way—lord knows how—he’s en
carpentry. For several years he con Saima Matson, Mr and Mrs. Harlan
Of rolling waves and breakers
tered Into a deal with somebody to
Washing on the shore.
ducted a general store at Monhegan.
—Alleen L. Fiaher.
rob the Marland National hank.
After leaving the island he was
He’s nervous and desperate. He de
"The Plant World of Florida," col manager at Magee Island, owned by
cides to go and have It out with
lected and edited from the notes of A. W. Erickson, for a number of
Thayer right there. Thayer Is a
bigger man and stronger, and so
the late Henry Nehrling by Alfred years. He leaves a widow; a son,
1 Vernon grabs that stiletto off the
and Elizabeth Kay. and sponsored Maynard Orne of Monhegan; a
wall to have It handy ln case trou
by the Garden Club of Palm Beach, daughter, Mrs. Rena Fales of this
ble comes.
receives praise from Ellen Eddy place; six grandchildren; a brother.
“Meanwhile Tony Peyton has
Shaw on the Garden pages of the A. W. Orne of Pleasant Point, and
come in to warn Pat he must lay
New York Sun. She says: “This book sister, Mrs. Alice Poland of the vil
off Ivy Welch. I believe every word
BEACON STREET
BOSTON, MASS.
of ber story of the visIL She beats
should be of great interest not only lage.
Services
were
held
Monday
at
2
IL and right after she does. Vernon
to people living in Florida, but to
goes into Thayer’s room and talks
travelers interested in the botanical o'clock at hls late home, and were
cold turkey to Thayer. Thayer
well attended by out of town friends
life of the State of Florida."
probably starts at him and the
Located on Buncoi
as well as those in town. Rev. Mr.
• • • •
knife cuts his Jugular vein. Ver
HMI Next to the
Timberlake
of
the
village
officiated.
Did you know what Ellis Parker
House.
non's cock-eyed scared. He beats It
SHALL I OR SHALL I NOT?’
Butler, author of "Pigs Is Pigs, is an The bearers were R. J. Marshall, W
back to his room and pitches the
Here is a question ! Katie can’t internationally recognized philalfel- A. Bradford. C. N. Lewis and A. W.
knife Into the corner of his clothes
make up her mind. “Shall I or
closet Then he changes his clothes
ist? His new guide for the beginner, Morton. Burial was at the Doe
shall I not, take it!” she holds
because the suit he had on when
cemetery. The flowers were beau
Just a few minutes’ walk to the theatre, financial,
her little hands out, “I thought Young Stamp Collector's Own Book
he killed Thayer was all covered
tiful and abundant.
1 felt a drop or two!” she says. was published on March 15 by the
and chopping centers.
with blood—which Is why he never
“But then the sun is very bright!” Bobbs-Merrill Company.
j went to that tailor at all.
• • • •
If you want to see what she is
timers," some of them nearly 100
‘Then be beats It to take part lo
New Lower Rates
talking about, take a pencil and
that bank robbery. He gets to tbe
Since the publication of hls new years old. whom he interviewed and
join all the numbered dots to biography, “Lucky Baldwin," which from whom he received much in
i bank corner Just about two o'clock.
Rooms without bath, L(X) up; with bath, B.00 up
gether, starting with dot number
During the robbery tiie stick up
Bobbs-Merrill will publish next valuable material for his life of this
r’omplete Restaurant and Cafeteria Service
one and ending with dot number
man Is shoL While Max is driving
thirty-four. ’'Now, shall she or month, C. B. Glasscock has received most spectacular figure in the West's
bim he bleeds all over the hack ot
word of the death of four “old bizarre scramble for riches.
shall she not?
i the cur. su Vernon gels rid ut his

“I don't know anything about any
floor rug.”
“Wasn’t there one In your old
car?"
“I don’t know."
“Gee! You sure are a forgetful
guy. Now what about tliat knife
Mr. Reagan sliowed you nn hour or
so ago? That Is yours, isn't It?"
“Yes."
"Where did you get It?"
“In Sicily. I've traveled a lot nnd
I've always collected queer weap
ons.”
“Did yon have It In your hand at
all day before yesterday?"
“No."
"Do you know it la tlie very
knife with which Thayer was
killed T*
"1 know that's wliat Mr. Reagan
said."
“Yon knew it wasn't on your wall
where yon always kept It, didn't
you ?"
“No! How was I to notice that
one of the tilings was gone? And
I didn’t kill Pat l'hnyer, Mr. Han
ve.v. I swear I didn't"
Hanvey spoke softly “Admitting
that Vernon: Why did yon get
mixed up in the robbery of the Mar
land National hank?"
Max stood rigid for a moment,
then sank down nn the cot He
buried his fare in his hands. "I
didn’t have anything to do with
thnt, either, Mr. Hanvey: honest
didn't."

COURIER-GAZETTE CROSS-WORD PUZZLE

TT

MANGER

“Like H—I You Are!
ing to Mix Me Up
er’s Murder.”

You’re Try

in Pat Thay

have the suit, will you?"
“Sure.* Reagan started to rise,
but Max Vernon stopped him.
The boy's eyes were round with
fear and beads of perspiration stood
out on his forehead.
“Never mind.” he said hoarsely.
"The clothes are not there."
“You didn't take them?"
“N-n-no."
“Where are they?"
“I—1 don't know. 1 guess I—I—
lost them."
“You sure are an unfortunate
young man," murmured Jim. "Los
ing a good suit of clothes that way.
Well, anyway, after losing that suit,
you drove on up to Steel City, didn't
you?"
Vernon hesitated. Then he nodded.
“Yes."
“Alone?”
Max’s cheeks were pasty. “Yes.
Alone."
“And when yon got there you
traded In your car on a new one,
didn’t you? And paid the difference
of twelve hundred dollars in cash.
Where did you get the money?"
“1 have plenty of money."
"But you Just said a minute ago

that Thayer laid off you because
you were broke. How could you be
broke and also have plenty of
money?"

“1 had It. ... I got it from
Thayer. He owed it to me."
“I see." Jim beamed approvaL
“That clears up another mystery.
You and Thayer were really friends,
after all. lie loaned you the twelve
hundred dollars lust like It was
nothing, eli?"
"He gave It to me. He owed IL"
“When did he give It to you. Ver
non? When you went to his room?"
“1 told you I didn't go to his
room."
"1 see. I guess he sent it to you
by special messenger nr something. Never mind tliat, though,
But there is one thing I want to
know: Uow did it happen that there
wasn't any floor rug In the car
you traded when you got to Steel
City?"
Again tliat hunted, haunted light
In Max's eyes.

May We Suggest—

HOTEL BELLEVUE

Every-Other-Day

f

what is
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, .++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++.>.;.+.>.).<.+.>+.j4.^4..f ceased, Leslie O. Young ol Cushing,
WEST ROCKPORT
named exr.
■■
Mrs. Eleanor Carroll and son Ray
Mrs. George Hamalainen enter
Petition for License to Sell Real Es
of Rockland Highlands were callers
tate filed for notice: Estate Albert A tained the Tuesday Club this week,
This is the first day the wind at the home of Mr. and Mrs. Stanley
Borneman, of Thomaston, filed by ] The next meeting will be with Mrs.
Louise Orbeton.
hasn't been cold and raw for the Simmons Sunday.
Viola Benner of Waldoboro, gdn.
Clarence Carr left March 18 for
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Merrifield
whole month of March Perhaps the
Petitions to Determine Inheritance
Wills Allowed: James E Ulmer, | Albert S. Peterson and Earle McIn Tax filed for notice: Estates Emily ■ and family have moved to a farm in
last part will be better than the first Boston where he has employment on
the S. S. Boston. Mrs. Carr is spend late of Cushing, deceased, Rose L. tosh both of Rockland, exrs.; Alton Sargent Lewis, 'ate of Haverford. Pa.. I Union anl Selim Ruohomaa of RockLet us hope so.
I don’t believe Boze has found the ing the two weeks' school vacation Robinson of Warren, exx.; Flora A. E. Drinkwater, et als, of Rockland, filed by Wilfred Sargent lewis. I land will begin at once to remodel the
filed by Doris R. Lunt of Rockland, Leicester Sargent Lewis and Girard ■ house which they have vacated. It
purple head of the skunk cabbage with her parents in Rockport.
Growing Annuals Like Florists Grow
Dunklee, late of Rockland, deceased,
yet. Perhaps I may find one before he
Mrs. Lillie Chamberlain who has j Maud E. Blodgett of Rockland, exx.; gdn.; Webb C. Patterson of Boston Trust Company of Philadelphia, was recently bought by Harvey LunIs it possible for amateurs to grow
j filed by Ralph J. Patterson of Boston. exrs • Nelson B. Cobb, late of Rock- den.
does, as I know of a place to look for been at the home of her brother
land, deceased, filed by Earle McIntosh
Miss Irene Lundcn who returned to
ln outdoor gardens annual flowers
them.
Henry York for several weeks went Fred A. Gleason, late of Union, de
petition for License to sell Personal and Albert S. Peterson, both of Rock- hcr home here a short time ago from
I have another new bird, or rather Thursday to Rockland, where she will ceased, William C. Gleason of Union, j
as large as those which have become
exr.; Theodore J. Bradford, late of i estate granted. Estate: NeLson B. land, exrs.
the same institution, having been
a pair, as they always come at the visit her son Roland and family.
a common sight in florists' windows'?
1 than the chickadees, a sort of gray
Thomaston,
deceased,
Julia
Annie
Cobb,
late
of
Rockland,
deceased,
filed
Petition
for
Confirmation
of
Tnisthere for ma toid trouble, is now fully
Mrs. George Snow gave a birthday
This question cannot be answered
same time. They are a little smaller surprise party Thursday evening in Bradford of Thomaston, exx.; Ed- j by Albert 8. Peterson, and Earle Me- tee filed for notice: Estate Sophie J. recovered ard will soon return to her
for all amateurs, because so much
with a black head with a bright community hall for Mrs. Inez Rack ward S. Spear, late of Warren, de- , Intosh both of Rockland, exrs.
Welt, late ol Rocklanct, deceased fil-'J I leaching duties ln Rockland.
depends upon skill, the weather, soil
orange stripe through the middle, and liff. Dancing was enjoyed with music ceased, Ada Spear of Warren, exx.:
Petition for Confirmation of Trus- by Gladys M Niles, of Banger.
Miss Hazel Paruer substituted for
an orang? spot on each wing. They by Mrs. Post, Jim Drinkwater and Irvin E Spear, late of Cushing, de- tee granted: Eslate Nelson B. Cobb,
conditions and other factors, which
Accounts filed for notice: Estates hcr sister Mi' s Bernice Parker at the
can eat bread crumbs too.
ceased, Herbert L Spear of Cushing, late of Rockland, deceased, filed by Clara E. Young, late of Rockland de automobile registration office in
vary greatly. But it can be stated
John McKenzie.
wrote about F. O. Young saying ''We'll
exr.; Henry H. Winslow, late of 1 Albert S. Peterson and Earl McIntosh ceased, first and final account filed by Rockland Wednesday, the latter bewithout reservation, that every ama
Mrs. Henry York returned home
That sounded natural when Boze
Edward K. Oould, of Rockland, exr.; i ing absent because of ll'ness.
Rcckland, deceased, Alexanderenna of Rocklaruf.
teur flower grower can greatly im
have one session today, (this is what from New York Friday of last week Winslow of Rockland, admrx. c. t. a.;
Arzella E Creamer, late of Friend
Petitions
to
Determine
Inheritance
8. H. Rankin who was confined to
prove the quality of his annual flow
he would say here), it is good skating after a visit of several weeks with her Mary F. Tinner, late of Appleton, de Tax granted, Estates: Elizabeth A. ship, deceased, first and final ac
his homc for several weeks is now
ers by proper care and feeding, espe
on Carver's Pond." How we would son and daughter.
count
filed
by
Oeorge
W.
Cook
of
Fal

ceased. Charles B. Miller of Apple- McManus, late of Thomaston, de
able to walk to the postoffiee for mail
Miss Helen Meservey and Mn
cially by supplying ample plant food.
work and study so as to get out early
ceased, filed by George A. McManus mouth. admr.; Nelson B Ccbb. late I every day.
ton. admr. c. t. a.
Fast growth is more important to
*'F. O." was a wonderful skater, and Cailie Morrill called on Benjamin
Petitions for Administration .grant of Thomaston, admr.; Adelia L. cf Rockland, deceased, first and final
Mrs Louis Robinson was in Mass
annuals than to other flowers, be
as for that one eye of his, I am sure Fales Sunday. Mr. Fales lives alone ed: Estates: Lucy P. Spear, late of Masters, late of Thomaston, deceased account filed by Earle McIntosh and
achusetts recenUy, called by the Ill
on
Spruce
Head
Island
and
is
in
very
cause they have so little time to react
I stood up more than I sat down that
Rockland, deceased, Charles T. Smal- filed by Security Trust Company of Albert 8. Peterson, both of Rock ness of her mother. She also visited
maturity. They must attain the
term. I couldn't move but I would good health for a man of his age. He ley of Rockland, admr.; Kingsbury Rockland, admr. c. t. a.
land, exrs.
her young son Harlan while there,
greatest possible size and vigor be
hear, "M~, take your book and stand will be 91 years old his next birthday. P Fish, late of Hope, deceased. Fred
Accounts allowed, Estates: Annie
who Is with an aunt during Floyd’s
tween the time seed are sown, and Eight Weeks After Seeding, Plant up." Thank goodness it was In the
Frank Graves attended the funeral F Burkett of Union, admr.; Arthur Kaler of South Thomaston, flrst and
ROCKVILLE
illness. Floyd sti-ms to be gaining
the date when nature decrees flower
Food Should Be Applied and Worked aisle beside my seat instead of out of his brother Charles in South W. Sturtevant, late of Rockland, ] finai account filed by Sidney O Hurd
satisfactorily.
Rev.
George
F.
Currier
wih
conduct
ing shall begin.
in the floor. I was a good scholar Thomaston Sunday,
In Around the Young Plants
deceased, William G. Richards of South Thomaston, gdn.; Adelia L the service at the Baptist Church to ■
Carolyn, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
To obtain the maximum growth,
Mr. and Mrs. Sumner Waldron of of Rockland, admr; Syvella V. Bur
in school, only liked a little fun now
Masters, late of Thomaston, deceased morrow at 2 o'clock. Sunday school Bert Andrews, entered Knox Hospi
the soil in which they grow should be plants. See that each lias room to de and th^n like the rest, but “F. O.” Rockland came Thursday to the Wal nett, late of Rockland, deceased, Rusfirst and final account filed by Secur at 3 o'clock.
tal Saturday night where she was
well prepared. Plow or spade to a velop its full beauty.
dron larm where they will stay for Etll G. Reynolds of Rockland, admr.;
always seemed to see me .
ity Trust Company of Rockland
Miss Louise C. Sherer urrived horn" operated upon for mastoid. She is
depth of at least six inches as early in
I was sorry to hear of Mrs. Adelia several weeks.
Ephraim B. Thorndike, late of Cam admr. c. t. a.
last night from Nasson Institute for now doing very well and apparently
the spring as possible. The soil 1 Try seme of the new dwarf giant- Veazie's illness. Have missed her
den deceased, Charles A. Perry of
Petitions for Probate of Will filed a week's vacation. Two classmates | on the road to recovery. The other
should be friable, or crumbly. Loosen ' podded peas this year. They ate Chimney Corner Chats this winter.
GLENCOVE
Camden, admr.; Ernest H. Nichols, for notice: William L, Lawry, late of the Misses Grant and Waterman were member of this community r.ow at
heavy clay with sand, coal ashes, or i much finer than many of the old-tfme
N C. C. 7
late of Thomaston, deceased, Gilford Warren, deceased, Edward C. Payson her guests overnight. They took thf Knox Hospital, Vernon Tolman, is
j sort commonly planted.
Mr. and Mrs. George Gilchrist of
Vinalhaven.
peat moss.
B Butler of Rockland, admr.; Flora of Rockland, named exr.; Ellis A. boat today for their homes on North reported as doing well after an ap
Thomaston
were
dinner
guests
of
After the soil is prepared and I ...
„ ”
'
E Marden, late of North Haven, de Hurd, late of Friendship, deceased. Haven.
.. J
.
j
,
Its a light season in carpenter and
pendicitis operation early last week.
Mr. and Mrs. Everett Humphrey
smoothed a complete modern plant I
.
,,
..
.
WHITE HEAD
ceased. Fred C. Marden of North Ha Gladys Fletcher of Friendship named
j
..
wood working shops. Have them turn
Eina
Heino
recently
returned
home
Sunday.
lood should be spread over the area '
ven, admr.; Harry C. Hatch, late o' txx.; Frank K. Gardner, late of South after making two trips to Boston with
out a supply of dahlia stakes or b- an
Miss Dorothy Eaton returned to
CLARK ISLAND
Thomas Webster, foreman, and son
at the rate of four pounds per one
Camden, deceased, Fred P. Hatch o' Thomaston, deceased, Frank K. Gard Matthew Starr who carried loads of
poles.
Earl took a weekend trip to Calais her teaching in Herman Sunday Auburn, admr.; Orrin H. Woodcock
hundred square feet and raked into
ner Jr., of Rockland, named exr ' apples from this section.
after spending a week with her par
Mr. and Mrs. Oscar Hagbcrg have
recently.
the top soil. This initial feed.nj
late of Cushing, deceased. Mina A Annie E. Morse, late of Camden, de
Kale can be picked in the garden
Mr and Mrs. Earl Hawes of Mont- lost their pet collie dog Bobby.
should be supplemented by an ap all winter. You might try a few G. Lester Alley, Mrs. Alley and , ents.
Woodcock of Cushing, admrx.
ceased, Willis P. Young of Camden, ville were overnight guests of Mr. and
Howard Clark was guest of Mr. and
Mrs. Everett Humphrey, Mrs. Mal
Myrtle Faulkingham of the light mo
plication of plant food at the rate plants another year.
Petition for Guardian granted: named exr.; Martha D. Spear, late of Mrs. F. L. Maloney last week Friday.
Mrs.
diaries Wall Wednesday after
colm
Humphrey
and
Miss
Ruth
tored
to
Rockland
Saturday.
of two pounds per one hundred square I
Helen G. K. Thorndike of Camden Thomaston, deceased, Clara F. Cates
Several residents here who have ncon.
Humphrey,
were
guests
of
Mrs.
C.
E.
L.
B.
Beal.
Mo.M
M
1st
class
(L)
,
feet eight weeks after seeding.
This is the season of steam-heate d
Allston K. Thorndike of Camden, gdn of Rockland, named exx.; Stephen been shut-in with bad colds are much
Mr. and Mrs. Albion Meservey and
With careful watering and cultiva gardening. It is done with a pencil, was in Rockland and at Norton's Oregory Wednesday afternoon.
Petition for Conservator granted:
Mrs. Maude Morang of Gardiner | George M. Simmons of Rockland Colson, late of Vinalhaven, deceased Improved. Mrs, E. H Perry, Miss I family of Tenant's Harbor were guests
tion you will bc surprised at the man paper and ruler. You can't be sure of Island on his liberty Saturday.
Frank M. Colson of Vinalhaven. Mabel Oxton and Mrs. Nellie Perry I of Mr. and Mrs. Charles Butler SunMrs. H. W. Andrews of Norton's I has returned after having been a ten , xian L BirdRockland
ner ln which annual flowers respond a good gaiden without planning it on
____________ cons.
named exr.; Leonard R. Campbell, have been the unfortunates. Miss j day.
Island was In the city Saturday.
1 day
*
’
guest of‘ **
Mrs. Merton —
Taylor,
Petittons for License to
Rea
to this treatment. Do not crowd the . paper.
Mrs. J. K. Lowe and C H. Wall were Mrs. Taylor returned with her for , Estate granted: EsUtes: Nelson Cobb late of Rockland, deceased. Abbie C Oxton went to Rockland Thursday to I Mrs. Harlan Bragdon closed school
Campbell, of Rockland, named exx.;
at Walter Rackllff's for the day Sun one day.
| |ate of Rockland, deceased, filed by ■Julian Young, late of Cushing, de- spend a few days with Mrs. Emma Friday of last week for thrte weeks'
Flanders called on Mrs. Angeletta
EAST WALDOBORO
Frohock.
vacation.
day.
Many from here attended the town ]__________
Waters at Damariscotta Mills Sun
Mr.
and
Mrs
Milledge
Randall
were
meeting
in
Rockport
Monday.
|
___________________
Mrs. Maude Coffin was guest Of day.
on 48-hour leave at Spruce Head and
Mr. and Mrs. Gifford Calderwood
Mrs. Charles Bowers Friday.
Friends of Frank Newbert were
were guests of Mr. and Mrs. Edward 1
Abner Spear is at Knox Hospital sorry to hear of his injuries rece.ved Rcckland Saturday.
In answer to many enquiries com- Cross In Rockland Wednesday eve- j
for treatment.
when hit by an automobile near his
i ing to Mrs. H. W. Andrews the White ning.
Mr and Mrs. Fred Mank and Miss home at West Falmouth.
Mrs. Susie Auspland and son of
Ruth Robinson were in Rockland ! Mr. and Mrs. Earle Thomas were Htad correspondent as to who was
the author of the verses which ap Rockport were recent guests of Mrs
Friday.
•
guests at Edward Drinkwater's in
peared in a recent edition of The Cou- Gifford Calderwood.
Mr. and Mrs. Leland Orff, Mrs. Camden Saturday
■ rier-Gazette, Mrs. Margaiet Elwell of
Ifl-s. Guy Overiock of Rockport'
John Flanders and Miss Marian
Stanton Hanna spent a few days
Spruce Head composed the poem and was guest of Miss Emma Hall Thurs
last
week
with
his
mother
Mrs.
Ethel
ORIENT INSl'RANCE COMPANY
presented it to Mrs. Andrews, who day.
Hanna.
of Hartford. Connecticut
lorwarded It for publication. The
ASSETS DEC 31. 1932
Mr. and Mrs. H B Bovey were
.. . and pay you well to become a regular READ
Real Estate ..................... ..... . $4*0.845 79 guests of Mr and Mrs. Pratt at the verses made a hit locally.
NORTH HAVEN
Stocks and Bonds
.............. 6.102.676 52
Mrs Andrew Flower who has been
Cash ln Oflice and Bank ....... 363.309 91 village Sunday.
ER and USER of THE COURIER-GAZETTE
Services Sunday will be: Church
Agents' Balances .... .............. 477.948 95
guest for several weeks at Spruce
Mr and Mrs. George OBrien of
Interest and Rents ................
41.961 10
school
at
10;
worship
with
ttnio:.
at
Lodge,
Rackllff's
Island,
has
returned
All other Assets .......... ..........
45.743 52 Vassalboro called at Earle Thomas'
WANT ADS. They furnish the practical LOW
11; young people's meeting at 6.30
to her home in Beverly, Mass.
Oross Assets ...................... $7,502 485 79 Monday,
Deduct Items not admitted . . 1.111.241 14
Miss H. Kathryn Andrews, Norton's At 730 an illustrated address, "Tne
COST means of securing and disposing of every
Miss Vera Jameson has been visit
Island is a guest at White Head for Covered Wagon," with beautiful slides
Admitted
S6.391.244 65
ing her giandmother Mrs. Evander
interpreting tlie hem’em and hard
LIABILITIES DEC. 31, 1932
kind of object and service.
[ several days.
Net Unpaid Losses .......... .
$259 949 00 Newbert at North Waldoboro.
ships of the early pioneers of the
A.
Penn,
Coast
Guard
clothier
of
Unearned Premiums .............. 2.566 555 79
Robert Coffin and family were in
All other Liabilities .............. 933 497 58
Plymouth, Mass., was at White Head Great West, showing their character
Cash Capital .......... . .............. 1.000 000 00 Rockland Friday.
They are filled with opportunities—good ones—
and faith in God.
Surplus over all Liabilities
1.631.242 28
Friday
of last week on business.
Ivan Scott was in Springfield,
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Joseph
Belmore
and
Mrs. Clyde Grant arrived here Sat- |
Total Liabilities and Surplus $6 391.244 65 Mass., last week, also in Por'land.
thrifty ones that make your dollar go a long way.
PEAKY d£
- CO
EDWARD W. PE
son Joseph returned to their homc
Agents
30-S-36
Mr. and Mrs. C. F. Jackson. S J . urday and will occupy her cottage at j here Wednesday from a winter spent
And when you want to sell something they as
FITt HHI RD
Ml'Tl'AI. FIRE
INSl
Burrows of South Waldoboro and Rocky Hill Point for a few weeks.
ANCE COMPANY
Mr. and Mrs. J. W. Kelley spent at their new home in Thomaston.
Millard
Mank
of
Farmingdale
were
711 Main Street, Fitchburg. Mass.
Mis. Floyd Duncan entertained th?
sure you of satisfactory results at minimum cost.
ASSETS DEC. 31. 1932
guests of Mr. and Mrs. L. L. Mank 48-hour leave In Rockland Tuesday Larkin Ciub Tuesday evening.
and Wednesday.
$130,000 oo Sunday.
Real Estate ........................
Our experts will gladly help you word your ad
Mortgage Loans ---- ------t.ooo oo
After the evening service at the
Charles Wall is tearing down thf
546,086 72
Stocks and Bonds ...........
Mr. and Mrs. E. B. Thomas visited
church
Sunday
Mr.
and
Mrs
Her

Cash In Oflice and Bank
18 265 86
house on the Cortland Dixon property
. . . just
Agents' Balances ...........
64 878 99 Mr. and Mrs. Addison Oliver at West
at Rackllff's Island and moving It to man Crockett invited Mr. and Mrs H.
Interest and Rents ----25
'
Oardlner
last
week
11.290 84 >
All other Assets .......
A.
Lewis
to
their
home
at
Nebo
Lodge
The Social Club met with Mrs Clark Island.
$779,151 46
Gross Assets .......................
March, the worst month of the win supposedly to spend the remainder of
Deduct Items not admitted ...
61.619 02 Harriet Rines Thursday afternoon of
ter
here with gale after gale of wind the evening alone with them, but be
Admitted
$717,532 44 last week, 16 members being presnnt.
fore long Mr. and Mrs. Leon Stone.
The program was arranged by Mrs. came in like a lion and we hope it Mr. and Mrs. Parker Stone, Mr. and
LIABILITIES DEC 31 1932
Net Unpaid Losses ....... .......... $43 097 51 Eva Monahan: Piano solo, Mrs will leave like a lamb, according to the
413.072 84
Mrs. Foy W. Brown, Mr. and Mrs. V
Unearned Premiums .........
14 374 90 Muriel Lermond:
readings, Mrs. old adage.
All other Liabilities ........
L. Beverage, Lamar K. Lewis and
246.987 19
Surplus over all Liabilities
Keeper
and
Mrs
A
J.
Beale
of
the
Hazel Bowers. Mrs. Gladys Coffin;
James Lewis came in and the secret
Total Liabilities and Surplus 1717.532 44 conundrums, Mrs. Edna McIntire; Light extend their thanks to Editor
33-8-39
was out. It was Mr. Lewis's birthday
Fuller
for
the
card
sent
to
them
from
reading, Mrs. Hilda Miller; piano
anniversary and this gathering was
PEERLESS CASUALTY COMPANY
Florida.
solo,
Mrs.
Lermond;
word-writing
Keene, New Hampshire
planned as a surprise and incidentally
After
being
held
up
for
three
weeks
contest—prizes won by Mrs. Lermond
ASSETS DEC 31. 1932
for lack of materials and machinery, as an opportunity for these old
Mortgage Loans .....................
11.400 00 and Mrs. Mildred Oammon.
Stocks and Bonds (Market
schoolmates and friends to get to
Value) .............................—
446.336 14
Fred Munro of North Conway. work has been resumed hqre. The
gether and talk over old times. A
Cash in Oflice and Bank ............. 35.367 10
lighthouse
tender
Hibiscus
was
here
Agents’ Balances ...................
8.970 48 N. H., is at Mrs. Teresa Munro's.
birthday
cake and ice cream was
Interest and Rents ................
2.428 45
last week Friday and brought three
All other Assets .....................
12.787 01
large fuel tanks, each 16 feet long and served.
SWAN’S ISLAND
The many friends here of Almon
Gross Assets ......................... $507,289 18
6 feet 8 inches in diameter and two
Deduct Items not admitted ....
5.334 76
Cooper, Sr., of Rockland are sorry to
i
mailer
pressure
tanks,
paints,
etc.
Miss Jean Conary left Saturday for
Admitted
............................. $501,954 42
hear that be is a patient at Knox
PLANNED BUYING
Portland where she has employment. Messrs. Franagan and Morong. elec
LIABILITIES DEC. 31. 1932
Hospital.
He
was
boat
agent
here
for
trician
and
machinist
are
expected
Net Unpaid Losses ................ $79,360 57
Mrs. Charles Herrick entertained
WITH THE COURIERUnearned Premiums ..............
40.985 77
Ralph a number of years before moving to
All otner Liabilities ..............
10.584 91 at bridge Thursday afternoon with, this week from Portland.
Cash Capital ............................. 200.000 00 two tables. Honors went to Mrs. Wil Thompson, Robert Burch and Francis Rockland.
GAZETTE AS YOUR
Surplus over all Liabilities .... 171.023 17
Mr. and Mrs. Roger Danforth and
liam Frethey, Mrs. Levi Moulder, and Russell of Spruce Head, and Vincent
Total Liabilities and Surplus $501,954 42
SHOPPING GUIDE
Sandwiches, Alley are working here on the govern family leave on the Westport Satur
33-8-39 Mrs. Charles Joyce.
ment Job. No signs of depression on day for Castine where they will spend
NATIONAL ACCIDENT AND HEALTH
cake and coffee were served.
INSURANCE COMPANY OE PI1ILA.
the school recess with relatives. Miss
WILL SAVE YOU
Mrs. Orace Stanley of Frenchboro the reservation
ASSETS DEC. 31. 1932
Nye also goes to Island Falls and
is
guest
of
Mrs.
Frank
Bridges.
Real Estate ............................. $44,521 00
TIME AND MONEY
Miss Buzzell to Oakland.
Mortgage Loans .....................
139.300 00
FRIENDSHIP
Storks and Bonds .................
123.118 50
Paton Dyer is employed at Marden's
Cash in Office and Bank .......
15.437 15
CLARK ISLAND
Interest and Rents ................
3.219 65
Capt. Charles Dodge, Sidney Carter store while Fred Marden is confine!
All other Assets —..............
17.338 13
A surprise birthday party w as given and Jack Newbig motored to Boston to his home by illness.
Gross Assets ...................... $383,621 80
At thc regular meeting of Gloria
40.687 37 to Master Wilbur Warren Allen, Jr., Monday.
Deduct Items not admitted .. .
Temple,
Pythian Sisters, Wednesday
the
luncheon
including
Ice
cream
and
Riley
Bradford,
Alfred
H.
Morton,
Admitted
............................. $342,934 43
a birthday cake bearing five candles. Charles H. Stenger and Capt. Lew J. evening. Herbert Parsons received the
LIABILITIES DEC. 31. 1932
Net Unpaid Losf-es ................... $36,853 44 An enjoyable afternoon and evening Wallace were ln Augusta on business quilt. There was a short entertain
Unearned Premiums ..............
28.732 04
ment and fudge and pop corn was
AU other Liabilities ............
15.166 69 was spent with music and games. Tuesday.
Cash Capital .......................... 150.000 00
served.
Special
guests
were
Miss
Lydia
Nason
There
will
be
a
special
town
meet

Surplus over all Liabilities .... 112,182 26
Mrs. Elmira Beverage celebrated hcr
and Victor Chaples.
ing in Bossa's hall March 30th, at
Total Liabilities and Surplus $342,934 43
36-S-42
7.30 p. m. Among other articles are 94th birthday Wednesday In a quiet
ones reconsidering the State Aid road manner, but was presented with a
money which was rejected at the number of lovely bouquets and a
shower of 53 cards. Her birthday
previous meeting.
was announced over the radio on the
"Madam." shouted the angry Cheerio program. Mrs. Beverage was
And other rectal diseases
neighbor, “your little Reginald has bom In North Haven ln what ls now
Treated Without Pain
Just thrown a brick through our known as thc Zimmerman cottage
Since 1840 this firm has falt.h»'>'i->
or Loss of Time
window!”
Besides her daughter Miss Isa Bev
served the Umilles of Knox County
“And would you bring me the erage who lives with hcr, she has one
LADY ATTENDANT
trick?” beamed Reginald’s mother. sister Mrs. Mary Jane Brown who also
Day Telephone 450—781-1
"We are keeping all the little me lives here on the Island, and two sons,
TEL. 1076
BURPEE’S
39 UNION ST.
ROCKLAND mentoes of his pranks.”—Watchman- Clarence of Rockland and George of
ROCKLAND, BIX.
Examiner.
Brookline, Mass.
127Stf
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WARREN

THOMASTON

PLANES-L1NERS TO

LIST OF REPUBLICAN CANDIDATES FOR

Every-Other-Day

1

In Everybody’s Colnmn

WANTED
i
•«•«•••••••***«

Advertisements ln this column not to
Rev. H. I. Holt was called to Cam
The Eastern Star Circle will have
CUT TIME OVERSEA exceed three lines Inserted once for 25
den
Wednesday
morning
to
officiate
at
cents, three times for 50 cents. Addi
a card party in their hall next Wed
tional lines five cents each for onc time,
CONFEDERATE
stamped
envelopes
ANNUAL TOWN MEETING
funeral services for the late Mrs
10 cents for three tlmea Six words 1881 wanted, also stamps of same period.
nesday evening.
make
a
line.
A.
ANASTA6IO.
at
Barber
Shop.
400
Flora M. Kemp.
Project Would Make Galway,
Mrs. Minnie Wilson and Mrs. Lucy
Mqln St.
32-Th-38
Mr. and Mrs. Earl Storer of Rock
Ireland, Transfer Point.
POSITION as chef or order cook want
Siliery left for Boston Friday morn
• ♦ » ■» »
Best of references. H. T. PERRY.
land were guests Sunday of E. H
♦ ed
ing for a few days visit.
Orace 8t. City.______________________ Hf
Storer and Miss Bertha Storer.
Dublin.—The plan to bring New
I
WILL
do work of any kind. lawn,
............
Town
Clerk
Mrs. Ella M. Stackpole and Mrs.
ENOCH M. CLARK
York within three ond one half
house, anything—promptly and reason
Earl Spear of Waldoboro Is guest of
............ Se'ertmav
Dora Robinson were dinner guests
WILLIAM T. SMITH ... -.
ably.
FRED
HOWARD. 209 Main St
days of Euro;* by a combined airMr. and Mrs. Clifford Spear this week.
CHILD'S glasses In black case lost Phone 144 City.___________________ 35-40
.................... Assessor
Thursday of Mrs. Walter Hastings.
DONALD P. WHITNEY
llne-stennier
service
was
brought
a
between 8 Cottage St and Warren St. I AGENTS wanted to sell our hosiery.
Mr. and Mrs. 8 A. WatU enter
Overseer of Poor
The next meeting of General Knox
IIENRY B. SHAW
step nenrer completion with the fil School. MRS. ROLAND CHAMBER- Best qualities. Complete line. Oet our
tained Mr. and Mrs. James Gannon
35-37 special selling proposition. LeBARON
School
Committee
ing of the prospectua of the Irish LAIN. 8 Cottage St. Tel. 73-J.
Chapter, D.A.R.. will be held with
ALBERT B. ELLIOT .......
; HOSIERY CO.. Everett. Mass.
34*39
Sunday.
Treasurer
Trans-Atlantic Corporation, Ltd.
Mrs. Clara Williams. Knox street,
HARRIET R. WILLIAMS
JERSEY COW coming In this spring
Clifford Overlock who has been suf
The
Idea
back
of
the
scheme
Is
to
I
wanted
State
price,
first
letter.
17
.....................
Auditor
A. MABEL FERNALD
April 3. The hostesses will be Mrs.
I CENTRAL ST . Camden.___________ 35*37
fering with blood poisoning ln hls
build a mammoth dock and air field
Williams, Mrs. Lavinia Elliot. Mrs
I ONE pure black beautiful full shaggy
at Galway, Ireland. Passengers land
right wrist. Is tetter.
i cat. female, of breeding age. wanted.
Mary Bunker, Mrs. Kate Linnell and
ing there from oceangoing liners flt*4t**s*s«>^»>»**«s**** BAY VIEW FARM. North Haven, Me.
Mrs. Emily Hodgkins has returned
31*36
Mrs. Jennie O'Neill. The papers to
LUMP soft coal. 87.50; screened. $9 50:
could transfer to nlr liners making
to the home of her daughter Mrs. Ida
hard ooal. $13 50: coke. >1050
J B
CAMDEN
connections with the principal cap PAU
be presented are the message of the
1SEN Tel. Thomaston 84-2
30-tf
Mallett at North Waldoboro after
itals In Europe.
President General, and report of the
ON account of sickness I have for sale ;
having spent several weeks at her
Mrs. Emeline Halford was hostess
four
cows,
one
beef,
three
giving
milk:
]
In the prospectus Sir John Purser
State Conference.
my farm of 50 acres, more or less, two
home here.
Griffith, whose firm is acting as con houses
to
the
Friday
Reading
Club
.Ids
week
which
could
he
easily
divided,
Mayflower Temple will serve a 25
sulting engineers, states a profitable ■tore Included Por further particulars
Mrs Mildred Ginn of Rockland. Mr
at her home on Mountain street.
on premises, or write BOX 60.
cent dinner town meeting day in
business concern should be built up Inquire
and Mrs John Stevens and daughter
Regular meeting of Seaside ChapRoute 3. Waldoboro, Me
35-37
K. of P. rooms.
...
If the harbor scheme is wisely de
1924 MODEL T delivery truck for sale 1
Phyllis and Mr. and Mrs. Alfred Mor
Mrs. W. J. Whitney who has been ter. O.E.S.. Monday evening. A pro- (
at this
Running condition New battery, good
veloped.
ton of Friendship were guests Sun
tires
ELLIS YOUNG. 10 Oeorges St .
at Knox Hospital several weeks ts «ram will follow Ute meeting,
,
"The capital outlay necessary for Thomaston.
Me
34*36
Mrs. Virginia Ingraham will enter- j PHONE 2089 CAMDEN day of Mr. and Mrs. Benjamin Star
all
harbor
works,
Jetties,
shed
and
now at the home of her daughter
1 DRY WOOD under cover, fitted, 110:
rett.
tain the Lend-A-Hand Club Tues
buildings for the first stages of the , Junks. |8
O. H CRIE. Thomaston I
Mrs. Charles Starrett. Knox street,
Sixteen members of Mystic Rebekah <
development would be $10,000." he Tel 133-2.__________________________35-tf ;
day evening at her home on Mountain
FAREWELL
much improved in health.
8AW. 22 In. with 12 mwr. 3,
says in the prospectus. “The es h BAND
Lodge
were
guests
Wednesday
eve

street.
p. motor, starting switch, half price.’
• • • •
timated
outgoings
are
7
per
cent
on
H
L.
TIBBETTS
R D 3. Waldoboro ‘
DEPRESSION
SALE
ning of Maiden Cliff Rebekah Lodge
Regular meeting of Camden Lodge.
$10.01X1,000 or $700,000 n year or Me._______________________________ 33*37
Henry Fales will arrive today from Knights of Pythias, Monday evening
at Camden, with supper at 6.30
APPLES for sale—Northern Spy and I
$13,400 a week.
Oolden Delicious, tl bushel. J. F.
University of Maine for the Easter
Bethel Lodge of Union exemplified
Coming attractions for Conrcu?
“If the service between Halifax CALDERWOOD. Union.____________ 34*36 ( when you an* planning to sell your
vacation.
the ^egree.
Theatre: Saturday, Kate Smith in
or New York and Galway was car
LATE 1930 one-half ton Pord truck chickens and fowl call PETER EDMrs Arthur C Peabody returned
Miss Gladys Doherty came home -Hello Everybody;” Monday and Tuesried on by the same vessels as run for sale. Low mileage, extra good con- ' WARDS. Tel. 806-J. Rockland. 26-tf
dltlon.
ARTHUR C.
East
LEWIS
BARRED ROCK baby chlx and hatch
between Southampton and New Friendship
Thursday from a visit in Gray.
Wednesday from Portland where she
day. Joe Brown in "You Said A
35*37 ing eggs, prices to suit the times. AL
York, with two sailings per week;
James H. Feyler was taken to thc Mouthful;" Wednesday and Thurs
FARM for sale, 65 acres land
Barn BION WOTTON. Friendship. Me 26-tf
underwent a serious operation a few
and If the Southampton statutory and camp V. F STUDLEY. 283 Main
groi___ ____ ______ ___ _ ,—
weeks ago. She is said to be gaining
hospital in Damariscotta Thursday day. Sylvia Sidney in "Madame But
St. Tel. 1080 _____________________ 30-tf
By ton. M delivered Write
DID you ever taste any
rate of $330 a ton was charged on
RAWl.EY. Long Cove. Me
quickly. Her sister Mrs. Harry Gor
THREE
houses
for
sale
near
South
j
_______
__
_______________________________
night for surgical aid.
terfly;" Friday Carole Lombard in
thing
more
delicious
than
50
per
cent
of
the
gross
registered
Main St. Improvements, garage Must
8 C R I BABY chlx from tested
Stock Your Medicine Cabi don will assist with the household du
The men will have charge of the "No More Orchids;" Saturday, Jack
tonnage the weekly receipts would be sold at once. Can be purchased on stOck. 811 per hundred; In lots of three
those hot toasted sand
rent
plan,
price
from
1600
to
$1500
V
hundred
or more $10 per hundred R
ties
during
her
convalescence.
circle supper at the Baptist vestry Holt in “War Correspondent."
net Now!
amount to $13,850.
wiches . . . cheese . . .
P. STUDLEY. 283 Main St. Tel. 1080
yy DAVIS & SONS
36*41
Among those who attended funeral
,
_______________________________
30-tf
i
“
The
above
figures
show
that
the
next Wednesday at 6. H. B. Shaw
Mre Solly Lord and Mrs. Winnia
ham . . . club or chicken?
______ —_ .------ ;---------- B, RI Red chicks from state tested, acA Grand Opportunity!
port
dues
from
two
Atlantic
liners
EASY
WASHER
for
sale,
excellent
concredited
trapnested
stock.
$12
per
100.
services
for
the
late
Maynard
Leach
is chairman. The committee on en- Dickens were hostesses to the Philadltlon. $35 Can be seen at C, M P 1 w. L MERRIAM. Union. Me.
19-tf
per week would he sufficient to cover Service
Wednesday afternoon at South Union
tertainment. Ethel Newcombe, Myrtle thea class last evening at the CheatBuilding
AUSTIN
GARDNER
.09
1-4 lb. Tins Epsom Salts
They just seem to melt
8 C. R I. Red chicks three years state
Tel 74-M
all the estimated outgoings.
35-37
were Benjamin Starrett. Mrs. Eliza
_.. _ kx------- _---- .---- ,------------, i accredited, price according to number.
Strong and Evelyn Mills.
nut Street Baptist Church.
1 doz. .Aspirin in tins
___ .11
in your mouth!
“The reduced distance of the sea
FOR SALE— More For Less special chickens are now the farmer's best bet.
beth Leach. John Davis. Mr. and Mrs
Freights by rail at this station are
Mr. and Mrs. Alvah E. Greenlaw 2 doz. .Aspirin in tins
.21
for this week: Flours—Superior I Eggs for hatching. Write for prices E.
voyage from Halifax to Galway will values
Bread Flour, 58c: Pillsbury's Best. 67c; c. TEAGUE. Warren. Me. Tel. 13-42
Pred Mathews, and Mr. and Mrs
.14
somewhat improved. The passenger have returned from a wedding trip to 1-2 Ib Tin Bicarbonate Soda
Serve them for that im
enable one liner to make a complete Occident. 89c; Family, 49c; Pastry. 43c;
26-tf
Stover’s Pride. 65c
Every lady will
■
------ -—_
—
25c Cold Tablets ........................ .17
Benjamin WatU.
promptu “bite to eat”—for
outward and homeward Journey In receive
business is light.
Boston.
a cookie baking pan free with ibaBY CHIX. While's Strain S C Reds,
.37
two weeks. Instead of three weeks each bag of Stover's Pride Flour pur- One quality—the Best. $12 per hundred,
A V. McIntyre and Fred Wyllie
A crew are removing the wires that |
• • • •
50c Vapor Inha'ant
lunch or supper. Every
this week Only one to a cua- : Discount on 500 or over I k WYLLIE
as at present between New York chased
75c Cough Syrup Compound
have been chosen to jury duty from
member of the family will
Miss Margaret J. Williams
served in the day of the electric cars
tomer. Graham Flour, two 5-lb. bags A SON. Thomaston, Me.. R. 1. Phone
and
Southampton.
This
would
re

for
25c;
Granulated Meal. $1 per baa Warren 10-6._______________________ 22-tf
.33
Creosote with Cod Liver
Warren for the next term of court.
like them.
Miss Christine Moore returned to
Miss Margaret J. Williams. 71. died
%
Pure Lard. 20 lbs.. $1 19; Domino Sugar f PRICE of baby chicks reduced. S. C.
duce
the
number
of
liners
in
com

.66
$1.25
Eon
Tone
Spring
Tonic
Mrs. Oliver Libby who was called
100 s. $4 25 ; 25 lbs.. $108; 10 lbs.. 43c J r. j. Reds, accredited flock, heavy layBoston Friday afternoon after a at midnight Thursday, following a
mission."
Sugar Is advancing so stock up at these ing strain, hatches each week, one to five
Today is the last day of
.21 to Auburn last week by the sudden
short visit with Miss Elizabeth long and painful illness. She was 35c Glycerine Suppositories
low prices. "Just Right" Chick Starter hundred $12 per hundred. 500 to 1000 $11.
this special in which you
with yeast and oil 25 lb. bags. 65c; 100's, j orders of a thousand and over. $10 per
.21
death of Warren Tibbetts, returned
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24-tf
worked as nurse in this section until
from the church at Wiley’s Corner.
whitemore. died yesterday after a you find what you can rave. All apartment.
43S MAIN ST.
ROCKLAND
FURNISHED tenement to let. electric
1927, when 111 health compelled her j Army’s Only Woman
light*, gas. bath, hot water heat, rent
Letters were awarded to the foUow- long lllnC£S she was born in Engsales or mail orders must be fcr
MAIL ORDERS FILLED
Past Noble Grand night will be ob
reasonable F L. SHAW. 47 North Main
to give up her vocation and return to,
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Going to Philippine*
served Monday evening at Mystic Re
her home with her parents where she
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country 20 years. She was
Washington.
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only
woman
APARTMENT
of
five
rooms
and
bath,
bekah Lodge.
second floor, at 34 Pleasant St. Inquire
remained until her death. Always J listed officially ta a regular mem
captain. Forrest* Grafton, William Grana chief officer of Pythian Sisters
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ANNE V FLINT. Tel. 1013-M
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All those not solicited for the dinner sweet tempered, quiet but highly in-1 ber of the United States army. War
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Block.
I to be given March 28 at the regular
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* j telligent, she will be greatly missed | rant Officer Olive I,, llosklna. la sail
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26-tf
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the army more than 25 years ago.
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bara Feyler.
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Miss Helen P. Robinson
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that
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After making a plucky struggle to
Mary Rice motored to Damariscotta tend In a body; also the Camtrade some possession of theirs for other
Capt. Samuel Watts left this week ( as Pershing's chief clerk wanted her
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regain
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Friday on business.
. den Lodge of Knights of Pythias
Classified Editor of The Courier-Gazette.
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Miss
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Rob
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her mothcr, her aunt Mrs. Rolland
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Edna Smith played bridge at thc ON CONGRESSIONAL COMMITTEE
friends.
houses was the game Carter
Thompson of Friendship, and her
I WANT some responsible woman to
home of Mrs. Woodcock Thursday
county tax officials stalked re
look after iny home ln exchange for
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sister-ln-law Mrs. Earl Robinson, shr
and Mrs- Rodney DavU' Earl
Representative Moran has been
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good
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* LOST AND FOUND;

Get Y our

Sandwich

CHANDLER’S
PHARMACY

;

FOR SALE

;

TOASTER

• EGGS AND CHICKS J

TODAY

Big SAVING

Saturday, Monday
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March 25,27,28

’*>.85

2

;

TO LET

MISCELLANEOUS

CENT

Q

R. E. NUTT
■ ■■■■* ■

to be (oo\^

Wswu^funfoltnow

Barter Column

$1.98, $2.98

Mabel H. Holbrook

Attention Poultrymen

LIVE

;

Every-Other-Day
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^Society.
All members of Junior Harmony
Club arc asked to be present at the
meeting Tuesday evening at 6.15 at
I Legion hall, to practice choral num
bers and discuss plans for the open
|
Mrs. Joseph Doyle (Mary Law meeting.
rence) was honor guest at a tea
The Corner Club met yesterday
Wednesday given by Mrs. OlivetMoses 3d (Mr. Doyle's sister) at het- afternoon with Mrs. Charles Morton,
home in Lisbon Palls. The 50 guests Oak street.
In addition to personal notes regard
ing departures and arrivals, this depart
ment especially desires Information of
social happenings, parties, musicals, etc
Notes sent by mall or telephone will be
gladly received.
TILEPHONE _________________ 770 or 7S4

THE EASTER DINNER

Here Is a Menu Which Practically
Cooks Itself While Mother's At
Church
No matter what the occasion, it is
the dinner which gives the Easter
homemaker the most concern. Church
activities are so closely associated
with Easter that a dinner should be
planned which will take care of itself
while mother as well as the other
members of the family attend church
services. An oven dinner is the solu
tion and of course a Fixed Flavor Star
Ham ls the meat selected, because for
generations ham has been the Easter
dinner meat.
Considerable time will be saved
Easter morning if the vegetables and
the materials for the salad are pre
pared on Saturday. The dessert may
also be prepared Saturday when the
other work is being done. Here is a
dinner menu which will practically
ccok itself.
Spiced Baked Fixed Flavor Star Ham
Baked Potatoes
Buttered Baked Diced Carrots or
Baked Cauliflower
Dinner Rolls
Cloverbloom Butter
Molded Vegetable Salad
Apricot Whip
Ice Box Cookies
Coffee

THE REALM OF MESIC

THE NEW

Gladys St. Clair Morgan

Joseph Haydn seems to be the most tecture, in the sonata and the
prolific among all composers, living or Renaissance. Bach, Mozart, Bee
dead. Last year, when his 200th thoven, Wagner, and probably
birthday was celebrated, dozens of Brahms, were named as the greatest
hitherto unknown Haydn finds were architectural musicians. Short se
published. And recently not less lections were played to illustrate.
• • a •
than 77 unpublished symphonies
were discovered ln the Haydn
Music, particularly its religious use,
archives belonging to Prince Esten - is one of his special interests, says
came from Bath, Brunswick, Liver
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Joseph
Doyle
(Mary
shazy, in Eisenstadt, Austria. In Dr. William Pierson Merrill, pastor
more Falls, Lisbon Falls, Rockland
addition to this find the Viennese of the Brick Presbyterian Church of !
and other adjacent points. Those Lawrence) who have been with Mr.
Haydn scholar, E. F. Schmid, an New York. He not only finds re
from Rockland were Mrs. O. A. Law and Mrs. G. A. Lawrence for a few
nounced another Important discov laxation ln piano-playing and impro
rence, Miss Ruth Lawrence. Miss weeks have gone to Bath where they
will reside.
ery. He found several autographed vising. but has composed musical!
Alice Hellier and Miss Edna Ross.
manuscripts and unknown master settings for some of his own hymns. I
Dr. and Mrs. Dana S. Newman had
pieces of Haydn in the music archives Hls hymn “Arise, O Men of God," is j
Mrs. Charles Taylor and Mrs. O.
as dinner guests Thursday night Dr.
of the Benedictine monastery In included in many anthologies and
O. Kalloch went to Portland Thurs
and Mrs. Blake Annis.
Gottweig. Among other works arc church hjTnr.als,
day to visit their brother. Norman
a delightful quartet in E major,
Hooper. Mrs. Kalloch continues to
! Mrs. Nettie Witherspoon of North
which is said to be one of the best
Boston on business.
TRISTAN UND ISOLDE
1 Haven is the guest of Mrs. Emma
he ever wrote, and three beautiful Isolde ol Ireland married King Mark
Thurston
at
The
Highlands.
When
ahe
reallv loved Tris with a pas- i
sonatas.
The Women's Missionary Society
slonate spark.
Austrian authorities were request Brangane was wily and gave them a
cf Littlefield Memorial Church met
I Members of Ruth Mayhew Tent.
ed by the “Century of Progress Fair" Whichpotion
with Mrs. Edward Sylvester, 23 Cedar
started a duo chocklull of
- D.U.V., are invited to be guests of
emotion
in Chicago to lend several rare But the
street Thursday. There was a good
duo was spoiled with the en
I Mrs. Susie Karl, Oak street, Monday Spiced Baked Fixed Flavor Star Ham
trance of hubby.
manuscripts for the exhibition.
attendance in the afternoon; sev
What
friend
Mel did to Tris, was surely
, afternoon for sewing and picnic supTwelve-pound Star Ham, onc tea The manuscripts are to be exhibited
eral stayed for supper and others I per.
not clubby.
spoon mustard, one-half teaspoon In the Music Pavilion of the Fair.
went in the evening. Owing to the
In the end. poor Isolde sings of lovepaprika, one-half cup vinegar or fruit
death ao sweet.
long session, a large amount of work
O'er the body of Tris, which resembles
Mr. and Mrs. John W. Burns and Juice, one-half cup brown sugar.
chopped meat.
was accomplished, and the members
Robert Burns who have bcen in Or
The Cecilian Cluo or Freehold, The curtain goes down on this nice
Wash and dry the ham. Place In
are looking forward to a future meet
tragic story.
mond, Fla., for several weeks re roaster, fat side up, cover bottom of N. J., said to be the oldest organiza And thus ends this poem, that sure ls
ing.
some gory.
turned home Thursday. Mr. and pan with hot water, about one quart tion of its kind in the United States,
—Bernice Sara Cooper.
Mrs. Albra Perry who occupied their Cover roaster and put in a slow oven, recently celebrated its semi-centen
Mr. and Mrs. S. F. Copeland who
apartments meantime will return to 300 F„ allowing about 21 minutes to ary. This pioneer club was founded
have been at 102 Masonic street for
Terence Board, an 11-year-old
The Highlands the first of the week.
the pound. When half done remove Jan. 24, 1883, by “eight talented
the winter have returned to Warren.
London lad, is playing a full-sized
ladies.
’
’
(Leonard
Liebling
of
Musi

the rind. Sprinkle the fat surface
Mrs. Phyllis Clark entertained the with mustard and paprika. Add the cal Courier says “they must have church organ, and moreover some of
Ralph Thorndike, Elmer Thorn
' Moonlight Auctioneers at luncheon vinegar to the liquid in the pan and been gifted at least ln the arts of or the music he plays is his own com
dike and Henry Thorndike motored
position. When he was two years
i and bridge
Thursday evening,
Sunday to Augusta where they ! honors going to Miss Martha Bur continue cooking. Baste frequently. ganization. for their handiwork has old he would tap his fingers in
About one hour before serving endured through two generations").
visited Miss Emma Jones. It being
buswheels, and
kett, Mrs. Rollo Gardiner of Camden sprinkle fat surface with the brown As originally drawn up. the rules of [ rhytvhm with
Mr, Thondike's birthday anniver
as
he
grew
older
he
hummed and
and Mrs. Edw. Post.
sugar, dot with whole cloves and the club provided for a maximum of
sary he was presented with many
whistled
to
himself,
but
he had no
20
members,
and
for
dues
of
75
cents
continue baking without basting.
useful gifts, also a beautiful birth
Mr. and Mrs. Everett A. Munsey Will serve 16 to 18 portions. Pineapple a year, lhe membership at the end chance to play anything because
day cake.
were ln Portland yesterday.
Juice, grape Juice, cider or other fruit of the second year was raised to 25, there was no piano ln the house.
—
Juice may be used in place of the and dues were reluctantly advanced Soon, however, he began to sing,
Chapin Class meets Tuesday eve
Miss Caroline Blanchard and Rich vinegar.
to one dollar. The organization and he sang so well that he was in
ning with Mrs. Edward R. Veazie.
ard Leavitt of Portland are guests of
If you do not wish to bake the whole grew both in numbers and functions vited to Join a choir. That was a
big step ahead, for it meant he was
Mr. and Mrs. John H. McLoon.
lixed flavor star ham, have your as the first years sped on.
Mrs. Sumner Perry was hostess to
taught good music, rhythm, pitch
retailer
cut
the
ham
for
you
into
a
The
early
rules
of
the
organiza

the T&E Club Wednesday afterncon.
Miss Alma Nutt is confined to her butt, as many center slices as you de tion show that music was not taken and the value of notes. Then one
bed at her home. Chestnut street, sire and the shank. The butt may lightly'in those days. The fine for day Terence asked his mother how
Another of the Crescent Beach with influenza.
be baked following thc recipe given non-attendance was ten cents, and much It would cost to become a
assemblies took place Thursday eve
anyone who missed three sessions in Doctor of Music, declaring he wanted
ning at thc Gonia cottage, with Mr. I A surprise party was given Thurs for thc whole ham.
a row, except for very good reasons, to be one. Thereupon his father
and Mrs. L. B. Cook and Mrs. Mabei day evening at the home of Mr. and
Mrs. Berkeley Winslow has been were “cast forth with a qualm into (who is a postman) decided to buy
Thorndike as hosts. The Country Mrs. Charles McIntosh in honor of the guest of her daughter, Mrs.
a piano, and let the little boy sec
Club Orchestra furnished delightful Miss Mary McIntosh. Among those Oscar Perry in Portland during the outer darkness."
Also in the club rules was a pro what he could do with it.
music. There Vere 18 couples pres present were Misses Addie and Louise week.
Terence spent all his spare time in
vision that every member must
ent. There will be another on McIntosh. Arthur Dean. Edward Mcpracticing. Seeing how keen he was.
practise
one
hour
djkily.
They
mqst
Thursday. April 16. with Mr. and Brine and John Swanson. A beauti
one day his teacher told him to sit
Mrs. James P. Aylward enter
a solo, if called upon at any
Mrs. Sumner Perry and Mr. and ful birthday cake, made by Mrs. Alice tained at cards Wednesday evening play
meeting.
Further the
down on the organ stool and see if
Mrs. Harold F. Horrocks in charge. i Dean, and other refreshments were at her home on Clarendon street,
his legs were long enough to reach
might be asked to play and explain
served.
honors falling to Mrs. Harold R any scale under discussion. Sight the foot pedals. The lad found, with
Mrs. Earle MacWilliams was host
Davis, Mrs. Ralph Smith and Mrs. I singing was a regular requirement a bit of stretching, that he could
—
ess to the Cheerful Circle Wednes
manage to play the big, deep notes
Norma, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Elizabeth Crockett.
for membership.
day evening, with cards the chief
quite
well. That was just over a
. Rhama E. Philbrick, celebrated her
The club having so small a mem
diversion.
Dr. and Mrs. W. S. Garcelon of bership had to consider carefully its
tenth birthday yesterday afternoon
' by entertaining a few friends in a Dark Harbor were ln the city Friday expenditures. At one place in thc , And then one day Terence was
C. Alton Palmer and John Black
going home to dinner when a tune
most charming manner. Games on business.
old-time minutes occurs this re
who have been ln Boston for a few
popped Into his thought—something
were played. The refreshment table,
mark:
“
A
society
with
a
bank
ac

days on business are returning today. I reflecting the Easter season in its
Mrs. Freeman S. Young is in
quite new. with fine big notes
count of *55 might Indulge in thc
1 dainty decorations and appoint Boston on a week's visit. Mr. Young best publications.' And so it was de mounting up to chords. How he
Miss Margaret Nutt entertained
ments, boasted two birthday cakes. attended the Legislative session yes cided to subscribe for musical maga- j hustled, and when he had reached
at bridge at the MaBelle Beauty
] home he hurried to the piano, and
There were favors for the guests who terday.
zines. Since stormy nights greatly
Shop Thursday evening. There were
within half an hour he had written
were Barbara Black. Cynthia Mac
lowered
the
attendance,
a
committee
.
three tables and honors were won by
Mrs. Alfreda Griffin who has been on hack-hire was appointed, for of down the tune in pencil on a piece
Alman, Harriet Clarke, Virginia
Mrs. Ralph Olendenning. Mrs. John
Donahue, Frances d Agostino, Lea- at thc home of her son, Milton M. course in the early days there were of manuscript paper, and it was this
M. Richardson and Miss Hazel
trice Benner, Barbara Atkinson, Griffin, since leaving Knox Hospital, no automobiles. During the year piece that he played on thc organ
Marshall.
Sylvia ChrlstofTerson. and Madeline is recovering slowly from the effects 1886-7 this committee arranged to at a recital he gave not long ago.
Norma's grandparents, of a broken hip. Mrs. Rose White hire a horse-drawn omnibus for *3.50, [ Soon after this another lovely
Thc March meeting of the Garden Philbrick.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
E. H. Philbrick, were of Owl’s Head Is aiding in caring for in order to take members to and from thing happened, for Terence was
Club will be held Tuesday afternoon
elected a member of the Incorpo
her.
the meetings on rainy evenings.
|
at 3 o'clock at thc home of Mrs. special guests.
rated Ouild of Church Musicians—
A number of celebrities have ap
John O. Stevens, TaUbot avenue.
very much the youngest member, for
peared
before
the
changing
mem

Mrs. Nina Beverage, president, will
all the rest are grown-up. So
bership of this club ln the half cen
present a paper on “Native Wild
pleased was his schoolmaster when
tury.
Thc
names
of
Ernestine
Flowers" and Mrs. Gladys Morgan
he heard of the honor that had bcen
Schumann-Heink, Paul Althouse.
will contribute a brief program of
Harriet Ware. Arnold Volpe and hls
songs.
give the whole school a day's holi
Symphony Orchestra and othe
Mrs. L. F. Chase was hostess to
musicians are found on its programs. day to celebrate the event. And
Terence still hopes that some day he
the Tango Club Thursday evening at
Quoting Mr. Lelbllng again: "The ,
,
,
,
,
,
.
.
_
,
,.
will be able to put Mus. D. (Doctor
bridge, the prizewinners being H. W.
chronicles of clubs such as Freehold
*
p
of Music) after his name.
Thorndike, Mrs. A. R. Bachelder,
Cecilian throw considerable light on
Mrs. Orrin F. Smith and Mrs. Chase.
the glow and painful process by
which the United States, during the 1 It ls said that some wno have
Mr. and Mrs. H. H. Stickney of
last half century, attained the musi heard Stravinsky's Le Sacre du
Belmont, Mass., arrived yesterday to
cal advancement it now enjoys. For Printemps recently are cured of
be guests of Dr. and Mrs. William
it was chiefly owing to the devoted earlier enthusiasm for that compo
Ellingwood.
efforts of art-loving amateurs (in sition. Not so H. T. Parker of thc
the best sense of the word) that our Boston Transcript, who devotes over
Mrs. Frank Fuller of Glencove re
country emerged from its quondam a oolumn of renewed praise to the
cently entertained at bridge, her
lethargy, to take a place of leader work and ends with this terse opinguests being Mrs. Merton Taylor,
ship in the International muslc, ion: "Le Sacre du Printemps reMrs. Lillian Perry, Mrs. Walter
world."
' mains solitary and Insurmountable.
Britto, Mrs. Carl E. Freeman, Mrs.
I Take it or leave it. While it lasts, it
Hudson Barrows, Mrs. Forest Brazier
Royal Dadmun, an outstanding j is obsession." On the other hand
and Miss Annie Dean.
baritone of this country is planning Philip Hale of the Boston Herald
to come to Portland the later part ol j finds in the Stravinsky score, chiefly
Chickawaukie Chapter, Delphian
H tsp. prepared mustard
Ry HARRIET DEAN
June to have a class of pupils dur- “noise, violence, heavy-footedness."
Society, met Thursday afternoon at
l tbsp. lemon juice
ing the summer, so it has been an- ] And there you have your reviews by
IE advent of the lenten snason
Roll crackers fine and cover with
the apartments of Mrs. Beulah
never fails to bring concern to the hot scalded milk. Let stand until coot
nounced. Mr. Dadmun is an Ameri- i two completely competent critics,
Allen. The subject was. Landscape
housewife <vho prides herself on keepAdd

can. a native of Williamstown, Mass.! And is it any wonder that critics
salt, beaten egg and baking pow
ing
hcr
family
pleased
by
the
variety
and Still Life in Dutch Painting,
der, mix thoroughly. Line buttered
He has appeared in coast to coast get confused tn their estimates of
of her toods Not only arc most fresh
timbale moulds with this mixture.
with Mrs. Ella S. Bird as leader.
fruits and vegetables out of season
concerts and recitals in addition to the music of our time? Read what
Fill centers with flaked fish. Place
hut lenten limitations call for a less
These topics were assigned: Holland's
moulds In a pan containing hot water,
engagements as soloist with the lead Schor.berg says about himself: "How
frequent reliance on meat dishea. In
cover and bake in hot oven <500*F> 25
Two Greatest Landscape Painters,
many plases obtaining fresh fish is
ing orchestras and oratorio societies should an orchestra of today under
minutes. Into white sauce stir mus
Mrs. Allen; Estimate of Ruysdael,
not a solution but just another prob
tard and lemon juice. Turn timbales
in the country.
stand what they are playing when
lem.
on platter and serve with hot sanec.
Mrs. Maud Smith; Landscape Paint
Heywood Broun writes in the New they give my works? I have com
However, you can always get sal
6 timbales.
ing. Miss Caroline Jameson; Dutch
mon or tuna at the nearest grocery
Norma's Salmon Loaf Is served with
York World Telegram: “It is an posed for the souls that are yet un
Still Life Painting, Mrs. Sadie store and so many new and Interesting cream sauce and chopped egg. It's nounced that an appeal will be made born, for the year 2050."
ways of preparing them have been
easy, quick and thrifty, and equally
Leach; Subject in Dutch Painting.
found that .he housewife who likes
a • a •
to the public to contribute *300.0(0
good cold with mayonnaise.
Mrs. Suella Sheldon. These pictures
cooking can enter Into a new field of
to
.
save
the
Metropolitan
Opera
Norma's
Salmon
Loaf
Suggestions for a new musical
adventure In the coming weeks.
were described: The Edge of the
1 cup crumbled soda crackers
Company. Soon. I suppose, we will dictionary;
The Uneeda Fish Timbales pictured
Forest by Ruysdael. Mrs. Carrie
3
cups
flaked
salmon
above are ready ’.o be turned, piping
hear the plaintive appeal, ‘Brother,
1 tbsp. chopped parsley
Technic—Something possessed by
hot. on to a platter and garnished
Palmer; The Avenue of Poplars by
can you spare a diva'?’’
1 tsp. minced onion
with parsley and lemon. ’Jse '.his
every infant prodigy on the violin.
Hobbena, Mrs. Ruth Ellingwood;
2 tbsps. lemon juice
• * a •
recipe with either salmon or tuna.
Melodious—Term of derision used
1 tsp. prepared mustard
Fruit and Flowers (still life) by Van
Uneeda riah Timbales
1 cup milk
No two arts are more closely con by modernists to describe the older
Huysum, Mrs. Helena Fales.
. 1% cups soda crackers
salt and pepper
nected than architecture and music, music.
1 cup milk
2 tbsp n elted butter
Flake salmon with a fork, then add
1 tsp. salt
declared Dr. Ernest MacMillan in a
Opera—-Once the plaything of the
If cutting down your automobile in
other ingredients In the order named,
1 egg
recent address at Toronto. Analo millionaires; now the charity patient
surance ls of interest to you, phone
2 tsps. baking powder
mixing thoroughly. Press into a
gies were traced between the fugue of the public.
1% cups flaked salmon or tuna
greased bread pan. Bake In hot oven
1060-J: Maurice F. Lovejoy, Masonic
2 cups medium white sauce
1425*F) 30-10 minutes. 6-8 portions.
In music and the Gothic ln archiModernist—One who does not care
Temple, Rockland.
27-S-Vf
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Was/ier

Serving the Second Generation
THE LOWEST PRICED WASHER

EVER BUILT WITH MOTOR DRIV
EN PUMP-

The Same Apex Washer Without the Pump— J

j

Same Quality, Same Workmanship, Same High
Standards .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .

See the New Apex S*8
Wringerless Washer
“WRING NO MORE MY LADY”
The New Apex S-8 Wringerless Washer is the low
est priced quality piece of its type on the market
—washes, blues and dries clothes. Has all white
vitreous porcelain enameled extractor tub ring. Mo
tor driven pump empties both wash and extractor
tubs. Extractor cannot revolve when cover is open
—100rf Safe—dries whole tubfull of clothes in two
minutes.

Ask for demonstration. Let us do your Monday
washing for you at no obligation.

ag

| I 1 VA

CO

“
Delivered at your home

A. C. McLOON G CO.
AT THE SIGN OF FRIG1DAIRE

THE BICKNELL
who makes the musical laws so long
as he can break them.
Menuhin—An irritant for older
violinists.
Emotion—An old fashioned ail
ment to which only musical patri
archs are susceptible.
Concert Manager—One who puts
artists into radio.
Radio Manager- One who puts
artists Into the concert hall.--From
Musical Courier.
NOCTURNE
| For Tlie Courier-Gazette |
I like to think that in night's hush.
Forma old Montpelier knew
Come, unaeen by mortal eye.
The structure new to view.
Ladles arrive, to grace the scene—
Thelr silken garments rare
Are pulled, and looped, and ruffled;
A-curl thelr powdered hair.

In mind, thelr escorts debonair
In braid-trimmed velvets stand.
And see—one bends all stiffly.
To kiss hls sweetheart's hand.
From room to room they lightly trip.
And comments kind they make.
That hearts and hands united.
Thus wrought Ior old-times' sake.
I like to feel that here they tread.
When once again thev're met.
The charming, stately measures
OI thelr loved minuet.

Goodbyes then said, they glide away.
While sleeps thc quiet town;
And one might catch. II passing.
Thc rustle ol a gown.
A. 8.

MODERN

WOMEN

SOUTH WARREN
Mr. and Mrs. M P. Orne accom
panied by Mrs. Cora Orne of Thom
aston, and Mrs. Olive Fairs attended
the funeral of Will Ome ln Friend
ship Monday
I Mrs. Eunice Bean entertained th?
B. H. Club this week Miss Eva
| Bucklin was hostess last week.
Mr. and Mrs. F. H. Fernald cele
brated St. Patrick's Day nl thfir spa
cious heme by entertaining a party
of friends. Green was the predomil natirg color ln the house decorations
I and in the costumes of those preset,t.
i Tiiree tables of cards were enjoyed
(and music and conversation made i»
a very delightful evening. At 12
o'clock refreshments were served, lhe
' table being decorated in a color
I scheme of green with place cards
cf hard painted shamrocks. The
piece dc resistance consisted of hulled
corn and milk, followed by hot coffri
fancy cookies, cake, nuts, candy and
apples. These present were Mrs
Olive Gray. Mrs. Dora Maxey, Earle
Maxey, Mr. and Mrs. Albert Jordan.
J Mr. and Mrs. Jesse Mills. Mr. and Mrs
| C. J. Copeland, Mrs. Rose Marshall.
Mr. and Mrs Oscar Ccpeland and Mr.
ar.d Mrs. Leslie Copeland.
The
guests departed at a late- hour voting
Mr. and Mrs. Fernald ideal hosts and
singing "Long live thc Fernalds."

NEED NOT SUFFER monthly pain and delay due
to colds, nervous strain, exposure or similar causes.
Chi-ches-ters Diamond Brand Pills are effective,
reliable and give QUICK RELIEF Bold bj
all druggist* for over 45 years. Atkfot—j

An elderly woman was escorting
two little girls around the Zoo. While
they were looking at thc stork, she
told them the legend of the ungainly
bird—how it was Instrumental tn
bringing them to thelr mammas.
The children looked at each other
with sly glances, and presently one
whispered to the other.
"Eon't ycu thtr.k wc ought to tell
ths dear old thing thc truth?" Bos
ton Transcript.
VINALHAVEN A ROCKLAND
STEAMBOAT CO.
WINTER ARRANGEMENT
8teamer leaves Swan's Islana at 530
A M . Stonington 8 25. North Haven 7 25.
Vlnalhaven 8 15. due to arrive at Rock
land about 9:«>.
Return -Leaves Roekland at 1 Ju ? iu.,
Vlnalhaven 2 45. North Haven 3 30 Ston
ington at 4 40; due to arrive at Swana
(aland about 6 Oh P. M
B. H. STTNSON.
130-tI

MON.-TUES.

DEATH SET FREE!
Striking at
aMadman’s
Bidding In
a Zoo Full of
Pleasure*

Teacher (to bring out thc idea of
size)—"Mention a difference between ,
an elephant and a ilea."
Tommy—"Well, an elephant can
have fleas, but a flea can't have ele
phants."—Everybody’s.

CHICHESTERS PILLS
"THI BIAMON0

ROCKLAND

BRAND" .

DAR U

mixn,

MONDAY

Tuesday

A Villain who played Hero—
A Lover whose reward wa* Hotel

AS THE DEVIL
^COMMAND
t

i
ALAN DINEHART • MAE CLARKI
NEIL HAMILTON
A

Directed by

Columbia Picture

Roy William Neill

TODAY
I
BUCK JONES In "WHITE EAGLE” (

'MTHUIRIUIKE (TIkAetteKuw)
lAKDOOH SCOn * JOHN LODGE
GAIL PATRICK

Q (paramount tyctitre
NOW SHOWING
“CLEAR ALL WIRES'with

LEE TRACY

COMING, “ANIMAL KINGDOM"

GUARDIANS OF OUR COAST
What our lightkeepers and coast guardsmen are doing to protect
coastwise shipping by day and by night. The day’s news from
many lonely outposts along Maine's waterfront.

Every-Other-Day

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Saturday; March 25, 1933

Fight
Fuller for his thoughtfulness in
sending a card from Florida.
We are expecting Additional Keep
er Singer to arrive here soon,
There are only two men standing
watch now. as the keeper is confined
to his bed with grippe.
• • • •
Portland Head

they in turn wash to express their
than half of his year’s business with
COLBY COLLEGE
thanks to those who, by their kind
the summer people.
ness and help, made the picture pos
(By
Eugene
A.
McAlary)
Some Interesting Things The antique business in Maine
The Alumni Association recently sible, inducting Richard C. Shannon,
runs more than $1,000,000 annually.
About Tourist Business 95 per cent of which is with out-of- made one of the greatest moves in the class of '99. The film, accompanied
history of the coUege in the estab- by a very interesting Colby news
Found By ‘‘Ad" Solicitor state summer people.
A Knox County contractor keeps lishment of the alumni fund. Colby reel, showing such events as com
Many interesting items showing 1 80 men working from early spring j is the last of the Maine colleges to mencement, Dr. Taylor’s funeral and
unusual ratifications of the tourist, until late fall on work for summer create such a fund. It is not a sollci- football games, will be shown in vari
tation by the college, but a plan ous preparatory schools throughout
business throughout the State were ! people.
A Cumberland County boys' camp whereby the alumni may combine the the spring.
picked up by E. F Greaton, one of
• • • *
proprietor has sold several farms to j gifts of various graduates and gntdt'the advertising solicitors for "Maine
Miss
Ruth
Keller,
'35, of Camden, is
parents of his campers.
ate associations into a workable
Invites You" the official prospectus
A York County garage does 60 per amount. This fund will support the serving on the committee ln charge
on Maine which will be published j cent oj
annua] business with alumni office at the coUege. and of thc sophomore girls’ dance, to b?
within the next two weeks by the summer people from out of the State, other uses have been suggested to in- held in the near future.
Maine Publicity Bureau
i Commercial deposits in the banks elude, student loans, scholarships. The combined Olee Clubs arc cn - '
Among the things he found out in of several counties Increase nearly faculty salary increases, aid to the joying an extremely successful sea
his talks with persons catering to 50 per cent during the summer, while library, and similar projects,
son. So far they have performed in
the tourist trade were:
postoffice receipts in the coastal
....
Portland. Brunswick, Madison, and
In Knox County a New York man towns of Knox and Hancock Couna crowd which filled Alumnae Skowhegan, as well as their Waterbought a piece of property assessed ties increase more than 100 per cent, building to capacity was pleasantly j ville appearances. Plans for the near
for $500. He laid out $10,000 on the ; A New York man, who used to surprised at the world premie: • of the future include trips to Bangor and
property, buying his materials and spend his summers in the Belgrade (new moving picture, "A Visit to Brewer, towns on the coast,, anc thc
hiring his help locally. Now the region, now makes his permanent Colby." Not only was a fine picture prospects of a visit to two or three
property has an assessed valuation 1 home there. He says he likes to go shown, but the audience was treated cities in Aroostook County. Verv in
to New York for Christmas and New a tirst night in the best approved tfrpsUng programs
presented, inof $6 000.
5^^ and
In Washington County a Phila Years but that's all hc wants of it. manner of New York and Hollywood fludlng numbers by
delphia man owns a summer home He has fixed up the farm buildings from the time their cars were opened combined glee clubs, vocal solos, numby a gold trimmed doorman, and they
by an instrumental trio, and vlowhich the town assesses for $2,000 into a beautiful residence.
-----------------had been escorted through the lobby ]in
He wants to help out the town so
____________
Fortune Teller—"You are about to by red velvet pages, seated by white !
he pays taxes on $10,000.
From a novel: "She disliked having
A Lincoln County real estate deal- be discovered by a big movie pro vested ushers, had heard the voices
of the stars and seen them in person a lot of things in her room, hated
er does virtually all his business with ducer and will soon be a star."
Flapper—“But that's the same thing witnessed the pictures, and they had the trouble ot keeping them clean and
out-of-state people. He rents anti
danced with the actors and actresses tidy. When Aunt Paul asked her on
you told my friend Rosa."
sells summer homes.
The feature picture has been in the ' one occasion what she wanted for
Fortune Teller—"I can't help it
A Hancock County contractor does
nearly 85 per cent of his year's busi You girls won't be satisfied with any process of filming since last fall her birthday, she replied, “Oh, give
thing less nowadays."—Boston Tran- The students in charge of the work : me a kiss and then it won't be someness with the summer people.
are being widely congratulated and thing else to dust.”
A Waldo County grocer does more script.
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MAINE INVITES YOU
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Miss Mildred Cribby of South
Portland
called on Robert Sterling Jr.
ing up and let us hope that the worst
West Quoddy Head
Sunday.
1
is
over.
Keeper Eugene N. Larrabee in his
Mr. and Mrs. W. C. Dow and Frank
There is not much traffic on the
first news letter to this column,
bay at present, a few freight steam Dow were callers at the station Mon
writes that he has been receiving ers going in and out mostly carrying day evening
F. W. Wellington of Waterville was
The Courier-Gazette for some time. ! potatoes from Aroostook.
guest
of F. O. Hilt Monday and Tues
Reading the many letters from light- 1 Keeper King thanks Mr. Puller for
day.
keepers along the Maine coast, has his card from Miami, and wishes him
R T. Sterling has been nursing a
been a source of much pleasure and a very pleasant vacation.
cold and sinus trouble recently.
The senior class of Castine High
information.
Thomas Flanagan, electrician, fin
West Quoddy Head Light is lo School put on a play Friday eve
ished work here last week.
cated on the extreme eastern point ning, “The Ghost Chaser." It was
Spring came in like a lion. We ex
of land in the U. S. Because of its ably done and well patronized.
pect milder weather soon.
•
•
•
»
location and being one of the best
Mr. and Mrs. Richards of Damari
equipped stations in the first light
Manana Island
scotta called Sunday on Mr. and Mrs
house district, it is a popular ren
The news from the Boston Globe Thayer Sterling.
dezvous for tourists, of whom we told us spring was here at 8 05 Mon
Misses Elizabeth and Manan Ster
have many from all parts of the U S day night. The little birds have been
ling were guests Wednesday night of
and foreign lands. Last summer I singing for the past few days, so
their aunt Mrs. Thayer Sterling.
had the pleasure of meeting one guess it must be so. Those little
Whats this we hear, another cut in
party from Sweden and many from birds sound good, especially in a raw
wages? WeU boys there won’t be
the Maritime Provinces. One party northeaster.
much left to figure out. Snowballs
crossed the island of Cuba in their j Mrs. Beatrice Woodward and
are gone but dandelion greens (good
car. boarded a steamer for Jack daughters Margaret and Lucy and
old dandelions) are just ahead. We
sonville, Fla., and drove from the, Vinal and Marie Foss and daughter
have that much to look forward to
latter place to this station.
went to Boothbay Harbor last Satur and you lucky guys that can plant a
This station exhibits a white flash day. the women on a shopping trip
garden or dig a clam, catch a fish or
light: Char. Two seconds on, two and Vinal to consult a doctor. He
lobster, what luck.
off, two on, nine off, total 15 seconds had the misfortune to fall on the
Mrs. F W. Morong and daughter
and repeat. Two electric motors of ice and injure his knee.
Louise with friends Miss Elizabeth
1-6 h. p. operate the flash.
Mrs. Calvin Davis of Monhegan fell Heistad of Rockport and Carroll ;
The radiobeacon equipment trans last Saturday and broke her hip. Edgerly of Dover-Foxcroft visited F.
mits signals 15 minutes each hour Dr. Hahn of Friendship was rushed W Morong and the Hilts Wednesdayduring clear weather. During low out here by the Burnt Island Coast Mrs. Morong is staying over a few
visibility and ftoggy weather it is Guard. It is a nice thing to know days with Mr. Morong.
transmitting signals continuously, or that the
Ouard is always ready
Last Sunday Mrs Martha Sterling
in other words, it is in operation one ;
serve in case of sickness.
and Mrs Adora Hilt entertained for
minute on, two minutes off. It is
The keeper wishes to thank Editor the day Mr. and Mrs. W. Griffin. Mr
much more valuable as an aid to Fuller for remembering us with and Mrs. W. C. Dow. sons Frank
navigation than sound in air signals a pretty postcard from Florida.
Richard and Byron, F. W Morong
because of the greater distance the
Quite a difference in the season Thomas Flanagan. R. T. Sterling, son
mariner can determine his position; this year from last. It is so cold Robert, and F O. Hilt and son Wil
he can check up on his position every’ and such raw winds that it is impos lard.
hour in clear weather and as often sible to work out of doors yet. but
• • • •
as he cares to in thick weather.
we are going forward on inside work.
Cape Neddirk
Thc electric power is furnished the | Regards to the keepers of Spring
Keeper Coleman wishes to thank
station from a commercial line Point Ledge Lighthouse, and thanks
Editor Fuller for the pretty card of
owned by Lubec. In connection for their inquiry. Everything is dull
Miami that he sent on the last mail
with the commercial line the sta here, no lobsters and no price
It is an agreeable surprise to think
tion owns a gasoline engine driven Everyone is looking forward to bet
that in that lovely warm place he
generator which delivers the same ter times ahead
should think of the lonely people or,
voltage the equipment draws from
• • • •
the rocky islands ot Maine, and it
the commercial line. The engine is
Bluehill Bay
makes us feel less lonely and secluded
to be used whenever the commercial
Carlton Stewart and Albert An Thanks very much. Mr. Editor.
line fails.
The cleaning cloths and pain:
derson visited this station a few
The living quarters are generously
brushes are very much in evidence—
days
last
week
supplied) with electric lamps, also
Mrs. Foss and children have gone a sure sign of spring, even if the
all of the out buildings. The steam
weather does not acclaim it.
fog signal is operated from locomo ! ashore again after spending a week
On March 11 the cable boat A-B-9
at
the
light.
tive type boilers using soft coal for
called at this station while at work in
Keeper
Foss
enjoyed
a
few
days
j
fuel. It is the duty of two keepers
leave recently. He attended town connection with the cable to Boon
to care for the station.
I
meeting and visited his mother at Island. The captain and members ol
Coast Guard Station No. 1 is lo- Machias
while ashore. Herbert Tap-1
crew
at Lhe ^use. ab» two
cated approximately one-half mile
members from the town crew connect
ley
acted
as
keeper
while
he
was
on
from this station. A bunch of real
ed with the Coast Guard. Of those
leave.
husky fellows man it. always ready
present Mr. Bridges formerly of the
We
were
sorry
to
hear
of
the
death
to assist their fellowmen whenever
Popham Beach Ccast Guard and Mr
the need arises. During a recent of Mrs. Annie Bowden, which oc Newcomb of the Coast Guard had
curred in Bucksport March 18.
wind and snowstorm one of the crew.
mutual acquaintances writh friends of
• • • •
Fred C. Clark met with a painfu.
the keeper and wife. It is always nice
Portland Breakwater
accident, breaking his right leg in
to meet friends of friends if you canHarold F. Marr has been trans net meet the friends themselves
two places, one bane in his left
• • • •
ankle, and fractured his left arm ferred from deckhand on the
This happened while the crew were quartermaster’s boats in Portland
Hendricks Head
trying to launch their surf boat in harbor to mate on the boats in Bos- J The local Epworth League met in
answer to a distress signal from a ton harbor in the same department | the evening at the home of Mr. and
disabled motor boat. Surfman Clark He has served as mate in Portland ] Mrs. Lawrence Boyd.
is now ln the Marine Hospital in j harbor during the encampment ol [ On Monday evening a St. Patrick's
the CM.T.C. the past few years. He social was held here at the light sta
Portland.
J left on the train for Boston March tion by the local 4-H Club.
20 and expects to move his family
On Wednesday afternoon the
Franklin Island
; later.
Ladies Aid of West Southport Church
Millard and Guy Robinson are at
Mr. and Mrs. H. F. Marr and
Loudville after their boat which has daughters Doris and Beatrice were met here.
The keeper has been invited to fill
been hauled up there for the winter. I Saturday callers and shortly after
They are staying with their sister they arrived Mrs. S. C. Payne. Hylda in at the pulpit during the absence
Mrs. Mary Loud for a few days while j Ethelene and Samuel. Jr., came of Rev. John A. Stevens on a brief
getting the boat ready to be walking in, after leaving Mr. Payne vacation March 26.
On Sunday last Rev. A. I. Oliver,
launched.
in Portland at the Armory on busi superintendent of the Augusta Dis
The men are busy clamming now ness.
trict (Methodist), was present at the
that the factories are open for the
Mr. and Mrs. L. M Burrows and
spring season. We soon will have Eben Lundy were dinner guests local church, delivering the sermon
in the afternoon in connection with
to get out paints and paint brush March 19..
the fourth quarterly conference.
when the spring comes, for this has
Reports from the church organiza
been a hard month to paint, so cold
Seguin
tion were given which showed in
and wet here.
Keepers Urquhart and Connors creased interest, and it was unani
Mr. Grover of Harbor Isle was at
went ashore March 7. Mr. Urquhart mously voted to invite Rev. John A.
Loudville recently.
went to Jonesport after- his sons Stevens to remain another year—
Millard Robinson called cn SherAllen and Junior, as it was their his fourth here.
born Carter last Monday.
midyear school vacation. They re
Mrs. Annie Elwell is working at
turned to Popham- Beach the follow
STRAND THEATRE
the clam factory at Medomak.
ing day but due tc bad weather
E. O. Thompson went to Rockland
Transportation of 16 truck-loads
could not get to the station until
recently.
of wild animals and venomous rep- j
the next morning.
Thurlow Gifford of Loudville went
Second Assistant Lathrop has been tiles ten miles through Los Angeles,
to Friendship recently tc call Dr
on three days leave which he spent from the Selig Zoo to the Paramount
Hahn for Mrs. Thomas Poland who
in Stockton Springs. The Coast studios, was accomplished recently j
is very poorly. Others in ill health
Ouard brought medicine out to the with as much care and precision as
are Sherman Gifford and Mrs. Slinda
keeper's family March 15 and Mr an army moving munitions through
Carter.
Lathrop returned to the station with a zone of fire. The animals were
Nelson Poland of Loudville was
them.
needed at the studio for scenes in j
in Round Pond one day recently.
John Connors who has been visit "Murders in the Zoo." mystery melo
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Teel are at
ing his brother for three weeks, re drama featuring Charles Ruggles
home for the spring and summer
turned to Popham in the Coast and Lionel Atwill, which comes
months.
Guard boat. Being anxious to get Monday and Tuesday. The alli
Miss Oriana Barter has arrived
home he walked from the Beach to gators were loaded during the dark
home from Waldoboro, and was
the toll bridge at Bath, and from est part of the night, when they
hostess at a social last Saturday eve
there got a ride to his home at could not see to snap at the train-I
ning.
Boothbay Harbor. Telephoning to ers. and when the cold at that hou: 1
Mrs. Nelson Poland held services
see if he had reached home that made them sluggish. The animals
last Sunday evening at the Loud
night we found that he was curled up are the tools used by the maniacal
ville church.
on the couch asleep, but somewhat zoologist, the principal character in .
Mr. and Mrs. Martin Simmons
lame from his journey.
“Murders in the Zoo," to commit
have arrived home from New Har
Everyone at this station has beer, his murders. Two men who look 1
bor where they spent the winter
ill. Dr. Jefferson was called the at his wife with more than casual in-1
months with their daughter Mrs.
morning of the 16th and arrived terest die suddenly and horribly, and
Irma Brackett.
about 12.30. He left medicine for even the wife, when she sets out to
• • • •
all the Urquharts. also for Nancy and reveal her suspicions of her hus
Dice Head
Mickey Connors. The Coast Guard band to authorities, meets a brutal
Old March and Depression are brought a nurse and supplies out at death. A young scientist on the zoo
both nearing their end and I believe 7.30 that night. We are getting our staff ultimately discovers evidence
linking the zoologist to the crimes.—
that the majority wil; be glad to share of colds now.
The writer wishes to thank Editor j adv.
say goodbye. Times seem tc be pick-

■■

TalesSofia

Ancient favorite spot of Constantine
the Great . . . Destroyed by Huns in
the fifth century ... Of no import
ance under the Turks for four cen
turies ... Modern capital of the Land
of attar of roses . . The Chapel of St.
George or.ce a Roman temple . . .
Church of St. Sofia ruined by the
earthquake of 1858 ... A young Italian
Princess now in the Royal Palace . ..
Tourists looking at the old masque, or
crowding into thc State Opera . . .
The market place noisy and colorful
with costumed peasants . . Magnifi
cent scenery framing all with moun
tains . . . The gorge ramparted Isker
flowing past . . . Bulgarians busy
everywhere with thoughts on tobacco,
maize, silk, cocoons, or the Greek
Orthodox Church . . . Every Bulgar
proud of a glorious past .. . The Em
peror Simeon. Hunyadi Janos, Czar
Boris and his Balkan dreams . . .
Sofia, the shrine of all.

1.................
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'Trip-a.-'faDay

^CHEVROLET
A OINIRAL MOTORS VAIUI

WORLD’S
LOWEST PRICED
FULL SIZE
SIX CYLINDER
CLOSED CARS

d&>

M

COUPE

445

$

Coach, $455... Coupe with rumble seat, 5475 ... All prices I. e. b. Flint,
Michigan. Special equipment extra. Low delivered price*
and easy Q.M. A.C. terms.

A NEW AND ADDITIONAL LINE OF CHEVROLET SIXES
• Now—for the first time in motor car history,

... value... leadership! And it sets a new world's

A Chevrolet in basic goodness. A Chevrolet in

you can buy a full-size six-cylinder coupe for as

record for gas and oil economy.

dependability.

little as $445!

Now—you can also get a big,

5-passenger Chevrolet coach for as little as $455!
The leader has broken all precedent by intro
ducing an additional line of automobiles, the

completely

new

Chevrolet

Standard

Six:

world's lowest priced full-size six-cylinder
closed car'

Like its companion car, the popular Chevrolet

Master Six—the new Standard Six has Fisher
coachwork . .. Fisher combination wood-and-steel

any other six of its type on the market. Yet it’s a
Chevrolet... with everything the name stands for:

style . . . comfort . . . reliability .. . performance

craftsmanship and style I In fact, the very same
factories build the Standard Six that build the

Master Six. The very same machines, too. The
same skilled workmen.

body construction... Safety plate glass in the wind
shield and window ventilators ... A smooth,
spirited, six-cylinder engine

... X

silent second

Have you seen this new Chevrolet Standard Six?
Have you sat in it—driven it—compared the
prices?

transmission ... An Octane Selector ... A rugged,

This new automobile costs considerably less than

A Chevrolet in engineering and

full-size chassis ... And modem streamlined styling

that instantly tells the world: “This is a fine,
quality automobile.’*

Unless you do these things, you can’t

possibly appreciate what a wonderful value $445
buys today. A Fisher Body car, a full-size, faststepping six—completely worthy of the greatest

name in low-price transportation—CHEVROLETl

And indeed it is—every inch and every ounce of it.

CHEVROLET MOTOR COMPANY, DETROIT. MICH.

CHEVROLET STANDARD SIX
SEA VIEW GARAGE, INC.
689 MAIN STREET

ROCKLAND, MAINE

1
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